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Holland City News
HOLLAND,

VOL. X.-N0.17.
TJARKS, W.

Site Ylolland

H. Attorney and Councelorat Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.
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MICHIGAN,

OFFICE: VAN LANDEQEND'B BLOCK.
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barber. Halrcuttine,shaving,
sharapoonlng. hair-dyeing,etc., done at reasonable rates. Barbershop next door to the City
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VAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

V

WALSH
“v

changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,

Dealer in Drugs, Medi-

clnes, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Bbro's Family Medicines ; Eighth St.

full

HKBKR, Druggist <fc Pharmacist; a
stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

iuess.

lines,

Brin Kikeri.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

cut-flowerbusiness, another phase

United States than

in any other part of the

world. Certainlythe use

Ah. well I But oue thing mattera to our bllaa.
bo long aa Love'a aun goes not down, all aktea

New

in

of cut-flowers

York, for bouquets,baskets, and

other designs, is far greater than in either

London

or Paris, and the taste shown in

their arrangementhere

vastly superior.

is

It is estimated that three millions of dol-

Are clear: all ahorea are friendly:treasure lies
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Oi>all: we shall not oue aweet harbor inlaa!

lars were paid for cut-flowers in

buds. immense
Why He

New York

in 1880, one-third of which was

— //. II. in Scribnerfor June.

Wished to See Her.

for rose-

glass structures are

erected in the suburbs for the special pur-

The other night Bickela went home and

pose of growing cat-flowersto supply the

found his wife particularly retrospective. bouquet-makersof the city. Not less than
She talked of the past with a tear, and twenty acres of glass surface is devoted to

100

lbs

13ERRY, C. A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser, ordered kidneys, etc., and as a medicine
“ I’ll warrant that it was Oliver Gregg.”
An Z before the Subscriber’sname will donotc
would respectfully announce to the citizens for eradicatingevery species of humor,
“ No."
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two ZZ alg- that she has opened Dressmakingand Hair Dressnlf that no paper will be continuedafter date.
ing rooms, in the building,one door west of Grif- from an ordinary pimple to the worst
“ Then it must be George Weathcrtoa.”
All advertising bills collectablequarterly. tin s Drug Store, Washington street, Grand Haven.
teaches in Wax, Worated,Lace, and other ulcer, Burdock Blood Bitters stand un'* Guess again. 1 might know his name
mrjTQ D A DI?D may be found on file at Geo. Also
fancy
3i-iy rivaled. Price $1 00, trial size 10 cents.
rill: imp. Bowen & Co’s Newsif I were to hear it.”
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
furdtura.
“ Oh, I do wish I knew " said the lady
advertising contracts may be made for It in NEW
Mr. R. Van Kampen has got all the
YORK.
\1 EYER, il. A CO., Dealera in all kinds of Furexhibitingexcitement.“ Was it Oscar
iU niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, necessary tools to move, raise or lower
Peoples? ”
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
buildings at short notice. He is also pre-

1

work.

Inio

Weight

ftheir

the purpose of forcing roses alone, during
..............& 105 looked to the future with a sigh.
Flue Corn Meal 19 KiO lbs ......... & 160
“Oh, by the way,” said Bickels, as he the winter months. At some seasons the
prices paid for these forced rose-buds are.
sat on the side of the bed pulling off his
perfectly
astounding.One grower, of
boots, “ I saw a genteman down town toAdditional ^oral.
day who would give a thousand dollars to Madison, New Jersey, took into New York
three hundred buds of the crimson rose
UnriYaled
see you.”
As being a certain cure for the worst
“Who was he? Does he live in Little know as “General Jacqueminot,” for
which he received, at wholesale,three
forms of dyspepsia, indigestion, constipa- Rock ? ”
hundred
dollars, and which, no doubt,
tion, impurity of blood, torpid liver, dis“ I don't know bis name.”

Com Meal
Yf EENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medivl Iclues, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

®

^

No undlacoveredialea lie ao apart
From him who aeeka, aa lie the thoughta that we
Forever yearn to read behind dear eyee,—
The dear eyea that we love, and love to Idea.

65
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485.

of horticulture,is perhaps greater in the

A aolitude bo pathlera aa a heart.
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| 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 Y.

chart,

Of Love'a companionship. There cannot be

4(0

Terms of Sabscriptlon:
13 dealers in Grain. Flour and Produce. HighCrain, Feed, Etc.
%1.50 per year if paid in advance; %1.75 if est market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor. Eighth A Flab atreeta,Holland, Mich. 17
paid at three month*, and %2.00 if
Wheat, white fl bushel ........ new 1
1
Corn, shelled $1 bushel ....... .
paid at six months.
Daatlat.
Oats. 10 bushel ......................
/^.EE,
D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand Buckwheat, V bushel .............
OB IMUNTINO PROMPTLY AND NKATLY DONS.
VJ office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the Feed, 5 ton ...................... 21
First Reformed Church.
“ V 100 lb .....................
@ 1
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Barley. KUDO lb .................... 1 20(tf 1
Drugi ini Xaliclnei.
Middling, V 100 lb ...............
i
Onenquart*oftenllnce, (nonpareil,) 7B centa I'VOESBURG, J. O., Dealerlu Drugs and Medi- Flour, |Tbrl ..................... * ® 6
lira tiuflertion,and 25 centa for each aabae
Pearl
Barley,
V
100
lb
...............
{p
3
JL/ clues, Paints aud Gils, Brushes,Ac. PhySilent i naortion for any period under three
slclan'eprcscrlptlom'Carefully put up: Eighth st. Rye W bush.....................
nontha.

Flower* at Eight Timet
In foil

Soul drift along in the vaat myatory

125

«
@

L.

a

NO.

Unhelpi d by all their lore of aeamen’a art,

Apples,« bushel .................
Beans, V bushel ..............

Barbara.

WHOLE

1881.

Like lonely uilora on a foreign tea,

J.. Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Offlcein Kenyon A Van Putten’s bank

1

4,

“LATITUDE UNENOWN.”

parhrtss.

fPEN EYCK.

A WEEKLY~NEWSPAPEE,

SnClII,

SATURDAY, JUNE

MICH.,

were retailed at

a dollar and fifty cents to

two dollars each. A flower-dealerin Fourteenth street, a few days before Christmas,
received the only four of this same variety
of rose that were offered in the city,

found

a

customer for them

and

at sixty dollars,

1

pi

ptis.

pared to build new dwellings, or repair

General Dealer*.

work.

G,, General Dealers, in Dry old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
Goods, Grocerlea. Crockery, Hats and Gaps, joiner’s
18-ly.
Flour. Provisions, etc. ; River st.

VAN PUTTEN

V

Chicago & West Michigan B. B.

Taken Effect, Sunday, May.

From Chicago

From Holland
Day

Ni’t

Exp. Exp.
m.

p.

to Holland.

Chicago.

to

p.

m.

Day N’it
Mall.
Exp. Exp.

TOWNS.

Mail.

p.m.

a. in.

p.

m.

a.

m.

tlQ2U 1 55 10 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 9 45 5 15
5 00

10 40 .... 11 08 East Saugatuck 3 05 ....
10 55 2 20 11 20 ....Richmond.

..

2 55 9 20 4 45

12 00 2 50 11 55 ..Gd. Junction..

2 15 8 45 3 65

12 25 3 05 12 10

2#J0 8 80 8 35

1 50 3 55 1 30 .Benton Harbor.12 50 7 32 2 10
2 05 4 05

1 45

..

.St.

Joseph.

..

40 7 25 2 00

12

3 30 4 50 2 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 6 30 11 55

piITY HOTEL.

Mrs. J. Meyers

City of

A

Holland,

name
“I don’t know

“

Sons, ProClerk’s Office, May 3rd, 1881. J
prietors.The only first-classHotel In the
sec
To Union School premises, Arnold De
city. Is located In the business center of the town,
“
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms Feyter, Peter A. Kleyse.
in the State. Free bus in councctionwith the HoYou
and
each
of
you
arc hereby notified
tel. Holland,
that a special assessment roll for the repair

\J

Mich.

T3IKENIX HOTEL. A.

1

Common

upon the seventh day of June,
o’clock p. m., at the
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms, Common Council room, in said City, as
*1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
the time and place when and whAe they
be reliedon. Holland,
(My
will meet with the said Board of Special
LiverrisdSileStable*.
Assessors to review said roll.
By order of the Common Council,
13 GONE U„ Llverv and Sale Stable. Office
Geo. H. Siit, City Clerk.
13 andbarnon Marketatreet.Everythingflrat-

OCOTT'S HOTEL. Wm.

J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel Is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and

cil has fixed

A. D.

bis

is

Lucas Wentwing."

a

man by

Because he’s blind.”

1881, at 7:30

Micb.

A Hawk and

it

musing on the ages of change that

9 25

6 15 10 15 4 05 ....Grandville...10 00 1 12 9 05
6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 45 1 00 8 45

m.

a.
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m.

m.
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a.

m.
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m.
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m.

the Night Express leaves
Holland :40 and arrivesin Grand Rapids 3:10 a. m.
1

to
_

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

large rattlesnake gliding out on

Holland
Muskegon.

From Muskegon

m. a. m.
p. ra. p.m. p. m.
t5 30 3 30 10 25 ....Holland. ... 4 16 1 40 t9 40

a. ra. p.

8 58 10 50

6 00

10
11

8 46 1 15

rock within fitty feet of the point where I

A gentlemen who took a trip into the
was sitting. He seemed to search around country recently,when on the plains, a
like a dog for a place to suit his snakeship, mile from any bouse, noticed scat, a huge

and

then stretched himself out to enjoy one, almost as large as

the warmth. I was thinking \f it was

Hold.

a.

m.

p.m. noon

p.

m.

Holland
Muskegon.
VlaNunica.

From Muskegon
p.

..Holland...

m.

*7 25

V

8 40

to
Allegan.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

a.m. p. m.

•10 25

4 15

10 25

11 15

4 85

10 05

25

4 45

11

12 00

•5

45

988

4 15

9 15

880

4 58

520
m. p.m.

Dangrkmond’s.

pectingly, was a flock of small birds.

The

apparently lifeless cat waa within range of

the vision of the observer for some time,

and

just as

easier

it

be was

how much

thinking

would be for the animal to feign

death and catch a bird by deceivingit than

into the air, while the

all over the United States.

With many

of the settlers of the

North-

Price 50 cents, trial bottles10 cents.
west the past winter has been a prolonged

0

Michigan.

atreet.
0

Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint

Two

-

leave their own houses, and to lodge with
It not worth the small price of 75* centa to
free yourself of every symptom of these distress- him as a measure of mutual protection and
Mich. Officehours from 10 to 12 a.
26- ly.
ing complaints. If you think so, call at oar store
get a bottle of Shiloh’s Vltalizer,every bolt le comfort. Very soon the ample supply of
VTITES, O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office and
has a printed guarantee on it. use accordingly and
fuel was all consumed, and the three famat hia residence, Overyaei, Mich.
if it doea yon no good R will cost von nothing.
Bold by D.R. Meengs.
ilies had to bestir themselves to keep from
Is

Fbnepipber.

a.

have a speedy and poeitive core for Catarrh,
TTIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal- Diphtheria, Canker month and Head Ache, In
lery opposite this office.
SHILOH’S CATARRH REMEDY. A nasal Injector free with each bottle. Use it If you desire
Tobaoeitid Cigars.
health and sweet breath. Price 50 eta. Sold by D.
rT'E ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, R. Meengs.

XX

X

Cigara.Snufi, Pipes, etc.; Eighth atreet.

A

large stock

of

bleached

un-

bleached cottons, and all kinds of dress

pRBYM AN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market

goods and trimmings baa just arrived at

and Eiiihth Street.

the store of G.

*

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Ladies are especially invited to call

jfofietiw.

0 Mixed trains.
t Rons daily,all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains rnus by Chicago time.

i. o. of o. r.

and

r. * a. x.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
L Notary PablictRlTerstreet.

know

where

in this

issue.

15-7m.

RaouLAB Communicationof Unity Lodge,
A full line of straw bats baa jnst arNo. 1M. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
lyJO BRIDE, 40ARROLL, Attorneyi^Law, Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, June rived at the store of G.
8,at7o,cloek ,aharp.
de SONS, ranging from 5 cents to the
Ba*lnessPfnfKent,
Ottawa* and ^ffegin ^Cou nUei
H. C. Matbav, W. M.
will be promptly attended
9-ly
D.L. Boyd.
nicest and
12-tf

to.

„

-

burned them. After

be and not

woman

be at the

should both

same time. First,

she should be like the snail, always keep-

own house; but

ing within her

she should

not be like the snail which carries
like an

all it

back. Second, she should be
echo and speak when she is spoken

has upon

its

to; but she should not be like an echo,

which always manages to have the last
word. Third, she should be like the town
clock and always keep time and regularity; but she should not be like the town
clock, which speaks so loud that all the
town can hear

it.

tele-

snow

this source of

and
Fred. Amos, Tyler Street, Rochester,
supply writes: “Your Spring Blossom is wonder-

bad been exhausted, the two families lhat

fnl; I never

nsed anything that acted so

had quitted their own bouses

pelled to take part in

and

the

woodwork

were com- well on the bowels, and at the same time
tearing them down;
was so free from the drastic properties of

sent went the way of

the other fuel. Next followed the furni-

ture.

A

medicines usually sold for the purpose.”
Price 50 cents, trial bottles 10 cents.

neighbor named Becker finally

harnessedfive strong horses

at

_

fOWARD, M.

graph posts oat of the deep

three things which a

12-tf

Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
It is important to traveiera to
Fellows Hall, HoUand,Mich.,on Tueaday Evening
that special inducements are offered by
of each
vVlaitlng brothera arecordlally invited.
the Burlingtonroute* It will pay you to
.
Taos. McMastkb, N. O.
read their advertisement to be found elseM. Harbixqton, R. 8.

w

freeaing. They dug railroad ties and

delight it waa to

to a sleigh to
A preacher not far from Boston found
force bis way to the nearest railroad sta- himself at one time In a tad dilemma.
The finest kind of IceCream and Arctic tion for a load of coal. He was caught in He stopped in bis sermon tnd said, M if I
a snowdrift, and two days latter was found speak softly those of you who are in the
Soda Water
(15-tf) Pebs ink’s.

inspect.

week

Attonsyi.

and

Watohei aad Jewelry.

m. p.m.

A preacher whose

startle his hearers said that there were

struggle for existence against the elements.

Oh, What a Cough!

Will yon heed the warning. The signal perhaps A German farmer two years ago took up
of the sure approachof that more terribledlseaac
Consumption. Aak yonrselveaif yon can afford 100 acres of land near Big Lake, Dakota.
Fbjileil&l.
for the sake of saving 50 cents, to run the risk and
Last year be raised wheat on 60 acres,
13EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made do nothing for it. We know from experience
the diseaseof the Eye, Ear and Throat a that Shiloh’s Cure will cure your cough. It never getting 25 bushels to the acre, and received
special study. Office honrs nigtht and day, on the fails. This explains why more than a million $1,200 for it. Laying in what he considbottleswere sold the past year. It relievesCroup,
cor. of Eighth and River ala., Holland, Mich. 6-ly
and Whpoplng Cough, at once. Mothers do not be ered an ample supply of fnei out of these
withoutit. For Lame Back, Side or Chest, use
F. J., Physician and Accoucher.
Shiloh's Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R. Meengs. proceeds, he set his house in order for the
Office at Dr. Schouten’sdrug-store, Eighth
40-ly.
winter.
other families decided to

5 10

952 500

12 45
p.

E: S.

We

Via Grand Haven Railroad.
From Holland
From Allegan to
Holland.

m.

household word

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at »hort
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,
9-ly

p.m.

p.

15-tf

X

.Muskegon.

m.

feeding unsus-

PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietora when they find a remedy that suits them; hawk came down to earth again, and, and once more successfullyplayed the
of Plugger Milts; (Steam Saw ana Flour they use it and recommend it to their
alighting on a neighboringtree, made his dead dodge. The gentleman drove away
Mills.) near foot of 8th atraet.
friends. Just exactly the case with meal on the snake. — Aiizona Globe- withont seeing how many birds it took to
YVilms* P- H- Manufacturerof Wooden, and
TV Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor- Spring Blossom which has become a Chronde.
satisfythe feline.

.

Nunica...,

.Froltport...

a.

It,

snake struggled and dred yards or so and alighted. The cat
twis^d, away up into the blue in wide only made one or two mouthfuls of the
FTEALD.R.K.,Manufacturerof andDealerin
ll Agricultural Implements commisaion agent No Humbugging the American People. circling sweeps, until the struggling rep- game, and then crept around to the windfor Mowing Machines- cor. 10th A River atreet.
You can’t humbug the American people, tile hung limp and lifeless, when the ward of the birds, laid itself out again,

Yf ANTING, A. G.. Physician and Surgeon;
1T1 office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,

.Robinson..
..

vicious dog. Around

he had no
some

that

a victim to

If you want a nice dish oi
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
to the parlors fitted up for the purpose, at

CCHOUTEN,

Holland.

a.m.
*11 30

tf

had fallen

he could by slipping up to it, he was astonished to
recoil himself the hawk seized him with see the cat suddenly roll over and grab
Pkssink’s.
both talons close behind the head. In one of the feathered tribe that waa very
Ice Cream go
fact, he had him on the neck, and swept near. The other birds flew away a hun-

13

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From

15

fair-sizeddog.

ently failed to strike,and before

baccos, the cheapest and the best, at

qTEGENQA, A.

3 38 1 00

7 20 5 05 11 55 ...Muskegon... 2 40 12 00 8 10

m.

all kinda of meats and

Hotirr Publiei.

6 50 4 35 11 25 ...Ferrysburg... 3 15 12 85 8 35

p.

in

a

was lying upon the ground, its feet up-

such a way

10th and River atroeta.

6 35 4 30 11 20 ..Grand Haven.. 3 20 12 40 8 40

m.

It

it

55 ....Bushkill .... 3 43
00

Cunning Cat.

JL

Holland.

to

A

bare

a

permost, in

IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
VANDERHAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,

Clerk.

;

(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)

From

GKO. H. 8IPP, CWf

doubt lhat

Kmfiotoriei.Kill*, Sbopi, Zto.

On Sunday morning

m.

p.

TTAVERKATE,Q.

I/’UITE.J..Dealer

5 57 10 07 3 52 ..Hudsonville...10 15

1881.

No quorum being preaent the meeting waa adjourned to Thuraday,June 2, 1881, at 7:80 o'clock

claas

9 55 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 35 1 40 9 55

5 85

1,

were broken in upon by

lx

1

Holland, Mich., June
»

* Aldermen. Ter Vree, Batkin, Winter, Lendeal
and the clerk.

a Rattlesnake.

worth while to heave a stone at the
Found at Last.
monster, when a big shadow swept down
J., Livery and Boarding
What every one should have, and never
stable. Fine rigs and good horses can aland a hawk nearly caught him napping,
On Saturday night the Night express north runs ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’a
be without, is Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. It
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
33-tf
but not quite. The snake sprung bis ratHolland :3t) Sunday morning.
is thorough and safe in its effects, proVTIBBELINK, J. H„ Livery and Sale Stable;
tle and coiled himself ready for attack,
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
ducing the most wondrous cures of rheull Ninth street, near Market.
while the hawk hovered round, making a
From Grd. Rapids
From Holland to
matism, neuralgia,burns, bruises, and
Kelt Xirketi.
to Holland.
Grand Rapids.
dash now on the right and now on the left.
wounds of every kind.
a. m. p.m. p.m.
». m. j). m. ip. m.
I3UTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,near corner
It was quite an interesting'skirmish, but
5 20 9 45 3 25 ....Holland ..... 10 45 1 50 now 13 Eighth and Fiah Sweet. All kinda of aausages constantly on hand.
The largest variety of Cigars and To- at last the snake made a spring and appar7 80 7 40 5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00 3 40 9 10
a.m. p. m. p.m.
m. p. m. p. m.

a.

Council.

rcgnlnr meetingof tho Common Connell to
have been held on the above date (he following
mambera were preaent.
At

must have taken to mould the scene to

its present aspect
a

[OFFICIAL.1

Common

that name.

would he give a thousand dollars to
me ? ”

My

Common

Michigan.
O

No;

KMy

D. Nelson, proprietor. of sidewalks has been reported by the
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R. K. de- Board of Special Assessors to the
pot, has good facilities for the traveling public,and
Council of the City of Holland, and filed
its table is unsurpassed.On Ninth str., Holland,
W-ly
in this office, and that the
Coun-

*

“ Harvey Gleokius?”

Why

j

value of their weight in gold.—ftfcrHenderson,in “ PracticalFloriculture Scribner

” Guess again. I remember his name
for June.
now.”

Special Assessors Notice,

HoUU.

22, 1881

or fifteen dollars apiece, or eight times the

VAN PUTTEN

costliest.

dog dead, rear cannot hear me; if I speak loud I
lying upon him, and the five horses stand- shall certainly wake np those who are
ing dead in their tracks. His body was close to me.”
frozen stifl in his

taken

to

sleigh, his

his family, nailed up in a box,

and placed in

the grain loft, to be kept

there until the ground ibould tbaw

suffi-

The

public has long since

swtrded to

Ayer’s Hair Vigor the fore-moat place

ciently and allow of his burial. Another

among

of the neighborhood was saved
from starvationby making soup of an

effectual,agreeable and absolutely

ox-skin.

and old age scarce and unfashionable.

family

less.

It

reliable Hair Restoratives.It is

mskes the

*

harm-

balr fresh and loxoriant,

HOLLAND

CITT.

inOHIOAN.

J. H.

Phillips

4

suspended for riotous and ungentlemanly con4

interestin the

New

.

York Evening Post, of which journal William

many

years the lead-

,

day was

aged 37.

an attempt to light a

fire

with kerosene, Mrs. Egler, of Pittsburgh,was
fatally charred, her 'husband roederod insane*

of
of

and her little daughter burned to death. Seven
frame buildings were consumed, and a fireman
was badly scorched.

Ransom Cook,

or of Cook's anger, died at Saratoga,N. Y., in

was the

patentee of the Armstrong gun. . .A drunken
printer in Brooklyn,N. Y., shot his wife fatally
and then killed himself — Bobert Vint, a
Brooklyn shoemaker,- won the belt in the
O’Leary international pedestrianmatch at Now
York, by the unprecedented score of 578 miles
and two laps.
.

THE WEST.
The

16-year-olddaughter of James
Westover, of Markesan, near Ripon, Wis., committed suicidebecause her father would nor
permit Dan Murray, a youth of 18, whom she
said she loved, to call on her. Murray, on
hearing of the young girl’s act, was so griefatricken that ho also committed suicide.

A shocking accident is reported from
Plain City, Ohio. A barn belongingto a farmer

named Andrew Lewis was burned, while the

family were all awav bnt four children. It
seems that in the father’s and mother’s absence the children had been playing in the
bam, and set fire to some old straw. The
flames spread so rapidly that they could not
get out and were all found burned to death.
The children were aged from 3 years to 13,
and when found were in a pile, showing that
they had clung togetherin their Buffering and
last moments ____ A collisionon the Rio Grande
road, near Granite,Col, killed one man and

—

FOREIGN.
and

POLITICAL.
Conkling and

by

be

a

an

to Mr.

tration taking part in the Senatorial struggle at
Albany. The chief magistrate appeared surprised to learn of the Secretary’s trip.

insurance.

Two men

were killed,one by fright and the
other by being run over bv engines.*..John
Griscom began a forty-fivedays’ fast at Chicago
on the 28th of May.

eueral
overnand extension
of the plague in spite of the most vigorous
efforts to confine it ____ Eighteen thousand
people have been rendered homeless by the
burning of the Russian city of Pinsk
England declines to intercedefor the persecuted Jews of Russia.

—

Johann Most, the

publisher of the
Loudon

for tho charge of inciting to murder tho Czar.
The jury returned a verdict of guilty, with a
recommendation to mercy on account of tho
prisoner being a foreigner.

pounds.

.

dorsement and support of the Republicans.

THE SOUTH.

leg,

law has no abidingplace. Every form of legal

A Washington

as much as was paid for
House in any ono of the

a

Custom
The

A delegate from Council Bluffs moved to

large cities.

include the words “ and Missouri valley" wher®
practicability of the route from Hennepin to
tne word “ Mississippi ” occurred,
Rock Island had been aflirmed by successive
Mr. Hondoreou said the committee had been
Boards of Engineers.
unanimous throughout,aud there had not been,
Gov. John H. Gear, of Iowa, was introduced,
a ripple on the surface to disturb their barand addressed the convention. He said that rnony.
they had assembled for a most laudable purMr. Btarr, of Peoria, wanted something sail
pose, having for its object the promotion of
about the Copperaa Creek and Henry improvethe welfare of the producersof tho Mississippi
ments in the resolution!.
valley, by devising ways aud means to lessen
Mr. Henderson thought It would do ao geod
the cost’ of transportation
of tho products of
for tho convention to sav anything a®
th®
the farm and factory. It was true that leas
cession by the State of llliuoii to the General
than half of the lands in Iowa were under
•—"••oroinnnt j
cultivation,yet the resources of 5,000 miles of
Murry Nelson, of Chicago,moved to lay the
railway in operationin the State were taxed to
Missouri valley amendment on the table. The
their fullestextent last year to move the survote waa taken on the amendment direct, and
plus product In 1880 from the State of Iowa
it w&g sustainedby a large majority.
alone there were exported 52,000,000 bushels of
Mr. Starr’® resolution about Copperas creek
corn, 9,000,000bushels of wheat, 12,000,000
was carried amid some confusion.
bushels of oaU, to say nothingof other cereals.
The report of tho Committee on Resolutions
There were packed 658,000 hogs in the State,
was adopted nnanimonsly, and the resolution®
and 2,570,000 were shipped away alive out of
offered by Mr. Russell were also adopted.
the State over six lines of railroads.There
Mr. Howard, of Toledo,called np and advowere 372,000 head of live cattle shipped East.
cated the passage of the two resolutions in reWith the exception of a portion of the cattle
gard to Ohio
'
and hogs, the other things were the growth of
Mayor Harrison, of Chicago, opposed the
Iowa alone. From this it would be seen that
much depended upon this conventionin giving resolutions as inopportune.
Lieut Gov. Campbell, of Missouri, favored,
such tone to public sentimentas would best acand Mayor Lake, of Minneapolis,opposed tho
complish the desirable results to tho producers
resolutions as not germane.
of the Mississippi valley.
Mr. Grinnell, of Iowa, pleaded for harmony,
The Hon. Carter H. Harrison,Mayor of Chiand asked the withdrawal of the Toledo resocago, came next, and opened his speech by saylutions.
ing that in his opinionwaterways wore .the only
They were voted down by a considerablemameans of regulatingfreight charges and keepjority.
ing railroadmonopolies within bounds. Two
After passing the customary resolutionsof
specters threatened the perpetuityof repubcourtesy the convention adjourned sine die.
hcan institutions,and the worst of these was
corperate monopoly,which had no soul and
never died. Behind this stood a maddened and
tell
story in Newburyport
exasperated people, who might in the end be
about a man who called on a respectable
goaded to destroy the whole machinery of government iu order to get rid of its excrescences. It widow of his acquaintance and said:
I’m looking for
wife. I
behoovedmankind to follow the plans of the
great Engineer of tho universe, and to dig canals don’t think you’ll hardly do, but I didn’t
on tho lines marked out. Mr. Harrisonadvocated know but what you might think of somebuilding a ship canal from Hennepin to Rock
that
bewildered
Island, and deepening the lilmois and Michigan

U

Socialist journal Freheit, was tried in

In the New York Senate, Mr. Woodin
opened the Senatorialcampaign,May 26, by
The Illinois Legislature adjourned offering a remonstranceagainst returning
A new coin, composed of equal parts
Messrs. Conkling and Platt to the United
May 30, after a session of five months that cost States Senate, and made an extended speech
of gold and silver,and intended to circulate as
the State a quarterof a million of dollars.... in support of his action. During the day Mr.
a 5-franc piece, has been struck in France and
In removing two bodies from contiguous Conkling sent notes to several Senators and will be presentedto the Monetary Conference
asking for a private interview.
graves in the cemetery at Idaville, Ind., it was Representatives
for approval as an international coin.
found that nothing was left of one but bones, A conference with forty-sevenmembers had
been
arranged
by
Conkling,
but
was
postponed
An immense crowd at Mitehellstown,
while the other had turned to flint and weighed
because only half the number made their ap300
*
Ireland, stoned some officerswho were evictpearance. The friends of the administration
A Springfield (111. ) dispatch of the met and resolved not to go into caucus. A pri- ing tenants, and were in torn charged upon by
the police and soldiery, many persons being in1st inst. says : “ All hopes tor the recoveryof vate telegram was received by a friend of
jured ____ At Mallow, County Cork, eight farm
Conkling
from
Gen.
Grant,
expressing
the
Mrs. Lincoln, widow of Abraham Lincoln, are
hope that the Legislature would re-elect the houses have been burned ____ The German
abandoned. She daily grows weaker, and her former.
Governmenthas ordered the ex pulsion of Morattending physicianssay that she cannot surmon missionaries who have been endeavoring
The local elections in Virginia result- to make proselytes.
vive many days longer. ’’.... The Chicago, Pekin and Southwestern road was sold at auction ed favorablyto the straight or anti-Mahone
The situation in Ireland, says a Loufor $750,000,under the second mortgage, at
Democrats.The Readjustershave determined, don dispatch, begins to excite most serious aj>the Chicago Custom House.
.A Gorman Universitv is proposed, to be establishedin Mil- it is said, to nominate Riddleberger for Gov- prehensions among all classes in England.
ernor, believingthat he will receive the inwaukee, Wis., to cost $2,000,000.
From one end of the country to the other the
.

a

but

levee was held. The room was constantly
crowded, and Senator Conkling
with everybody preseutin;
saying a pleasant wor
appeared in
body, aud presented
address
Conkling. — The
departure of Secretary Blaine for New
wounded eight others.
York, on pretense of officialbusiness, caused
• The Tnain building of the Collier several influentialgentlemen to visit the Presiwhite lead worts, in St. Louis, was burned, dent and enter a protestagainst the administhe loss being $100,000, covered

and

to market

the well-known invent-

hia 87th year. The deceased inventor

.

Hunt

ing spirit, has been purchased by Carl Schurz
and E. L. Godkin. The former assumes editorial control.... Little Commodore Nutt, the
dwarf, died in New York of Bright’s disease,

Through

of

The

Academy,

Exeter, N. H., have been expelled and throe

Cullen Bryant was for so

.

was made

THE EAST.

duct.
.
A controlling

.

The

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
Seven students of

iron-works at Hamilton, Ontario, has been

damaged $125,000by fire. .Last year 11,851,- Proceedlnffsof tho Northwestern
738 bushels of buckwheatwere raised in the
Hirer and Canal Improvement ConUnited States, against 9,821,721 bushels raised
vention, at Davenport.Iowa.
in 1870. There were 44.149,479 bushelsof barThe Northwestern Conventionin aid of
ley raised last year, against 29.701,305 in 1870
407,970,712of oats, against 282,107,157 ; 459,- river and canal improvement met at the Opera
601,093 bushelsof wheat, against 287,745,626
Houte, in Davenport, on Wednesday, May 25.
1,778, 106f576 bushels of corn, &g&iust 760, 944, •
newspapers mailed was 812,032,000.... 549; and 19,863,632bushels of rye, against There were 879 delegatee,representing all
Gen. J. A. Williamson, Commissionerof the
the Northwestern States in attendance.
16,918,795 bushels in 1870.

%*>*<

4<tS

WATERWAYS.

propriatlonsa system of cheap transportationby
water routesconnecting the Mississippiriver and its
tributaries with the Eastern Atlantic seaboard and
the Gulf of Mexico.
X That it has been the policy of Congreea and the
desireof the people of the Northwest for many years
to inaugurate
»io and
mna complete a system of
or waterwaier-caauchannel improvement,
vernent, having th« Mississippi for its
;
baso; that, la gi
give greater efflelency to this policy,
there shovud
id beet
be constructedfrom the Mississippi
river
;
on tne most direct and feasibleroute to the Illinois
river at Hennepin, and thence to the lake at Chicago,
a canal adequate to the present and future transportation needa of that great part of the Northwest to
General Land Office, has tendered his resigJudge
Murphy,
Davenport, whose people such a work of Interna!Improvement
The officers of the National Board of
nation, and will become Land Commissioner of
temporary Chairman. CoL Is an Imperativenecetultyfor relief from the excesthe Atlantic and Pacific Radway Company.
Health aud of tho Marine Hospital Service
sive freight rates on the produceand commerce of
J. M. Allen addressed th® convention.He the country, and that the work ao long needed
State Departmenthaa been offi- have been examining reportsreceived by them
stated that the survey from Rock Island to sbonld be Immediately commenced.
3. That the continued improvementof the Missiscially advisedof the seizure of the American from all points where yellow fever is likely to
Hennepin is sixty-fivemiles in length, and that
sippi river under the ausplcee of the Mississippi
bark Acacia, of Boston, by the customs author- originate or occur. The reports all inspire tho tho canal can be cut for less than $5,000,000,
River Commlsaion,created by act of Congrees, Is a
ities at Merida, Mexico, which harbor she, en- board with confidence that there will not bo thus completinga highway from Chicago to the
work of great national l-jportance ; that tha Coutered in distress.A reqnest by the American any yellow fever in tho United States this year. extreme northern boundary of the Northwest greas of the United State# ought to promote that
Consul for her release was refused. The Navy
. .There is a great want of unanimity among
Hon. James F. Wilson also addressed the scheme of Improvemeu’t by tlie moat liberalapproDepartmenthas ordered a war vessel to the the religious journals of tho country respect- convention. He said it was tho “transporta- priations, In a separateappropriationand bill thereing tho Revised New Testament.Few of them tion problem” and not simply the construction for, and that wa emphasize aud enforce the united
scene of the trouble.
willing to criticisethe work as vet ..... of a canal that had called them together. Peo- and earnestdemand of tbs people of the entire MisSecretary
haa ordered the are
sissippi valley that Congreasshall make prompt and
Bishop Simpson has gone to England, where ho, ple believed that the transportation
system was
commander of the Alliance to proceed from will preach the opening sermon in tho great at present too expensive and too unstable, adequate appropriationsfor the improvementof the
river and its navigable tributaries
from the falls of
aud should be reformed.Waterways were the 8t Anthony to the Gulf of Mexico, and that this
Norfolk to the southern coast of Spitzbergen Pan-Methodist Council.
in search of the Jeannette.
Decoration
appropriately conservatorsof cheap and stable transporta- convention haa no sympathy with any policythat
and those which nature had provided would depreciate or hinder this great euterprlseof
Additional national-bankcirculation commemorated throughout the United States. tion,
should be kept in the highest state of effi- making fully navigable and building np a great
commerce upon this central river— nature’s great
issued during May, $3,342,070 ; amount surren- In Chicago the graves of those who fell in blue ciency aud supplementedby such artificial
highway of the continent
ways
as
were
needed
to
effect
a
complete
dered and destroyed, $1,745,919, showing an in- and gray were alike ornamentedwith flowers
iliar satisfactionthe In*. That we nail With peoul
system.
Such
ways
were
not
the
swift
ones
the barge-line
bargt
creasing success of the
system of transcrease of circulationduring the month of $1,551,and evergreens,and the city militia marched
commerce, but were the maintainors portationon the Misilseippiand its tributaries, and
161 ; net increase of national-banknotes for the
through tho principal streets. At tho Gettysreasonable rates
better prices the relief It was to the producersand shippers of
year ending Junol, 1881, $9,216,250 ; decrease of
burg NationalCemetery the assemblage num- for productswhose value depended ou th* Mlaalaalum v allay la Uw chaapenlng of freights.
legal-tender notes on deposit during May for
bered 15,000. There was an imposing military getting
5. That we heartilyfavor the proposedcession of
Transportationby
the purpose of retiring national-bankcirculadisplay at Washington, and the Presidentat- rail had been depended ou so largely that tho Illinois and Michigan canal and tbs improvetion, $720,417 ; increase during the year ending
ments
on the Illinois river by the State of Illinois*
tended decorationceiemonies at tho Soldiers’ the waterway had been neglected, and hence
June 1, $15,712,936 ; amount on deposit for
and dedliire that the Erie canal should be made free
Home.
the superb railway system had been a failure of tolls ; therefore,we hope for the early succeas of
this purpose, $35,234,659;total amount of
The arrivals of immigrants at Castle in that it bad not producedthat standardof the effort* Inaugurated to secure thete results.
national-banknotes outstanding June 1, 1831,
equity and fairness which tho country of right
The following resolutionssupplemental to
is $353,052,493, the largest amount ever issued;
Garden, Now York, for May were 76,812, exhad expected. By the creation of an efficient the report of the Committee ou Resolution®
circulation of national gold banks, not Included
in the above, $10, 299, 225.... The Court of ceeding anything ever known. The arrivals water competitionthe railway service could bo were presentedby Mr. Russell, and adopted:
6. That the commission under the ausplcee of
Claims has decidedadversely to the claim of the each month since tho 1st of January arc as brought to realize what its duties wore iu this
which this convention has been called be continued,
Union Pacific Itailroad against the Government follows: January, 8.082: February, 9,758; regard.
with
the proviso that Its membershipbo enlarged by
After the appointmentof Committeeson
for $1,000,000for carrying tho United States March. 27,7T)8 ; April, 59,748 ; May, 76,812,
tho selectionof an additional member from each
Credentials
aud
Permanent
Organization,
an
Total
for
five
months,
182,108.
For
tho
cormails. The Union Pacific wanted to charge tho
State represented in this body, which additional
Government at tho same rate which it charges responding period of last year the figures were: adjournment was voted until 3 p. m.
member shall be named by the delegatee of the reOn
reassembling,
tho
convention
was
ad-'
for express matter, but tho court decided Jauuai*, 5,677 ; February, 7,904 ; March, 21.spectiveStates, said commissionto afterward elect
against this view, and hold that there was 094 ; April, 45,578 ; May, 55,083. Total for live dressed by the Hon. J. B. Henderson, who its own officers and mature its own organization.
represents the SixtU Illinois district in
7. That the commission, when reorganized as connothing in the charter of the company which months, 135,336.
Congress. He said the question of cheap templated herein,bo requested to select two gentlewould warrant such a charge
The Posttransportationfrom the gram-growing dis- men from each State to present to Congrossthe apoffice Departmentestimates that the sum of
peal for tho support to the work of internal ImRussian social
political affairs tricts to the seaboard was the important provementwhich ia contemplated by the foregoing
$1,250,000 will be saved m the next four years
question before the people of the West, Ho
by the new contract for postal cards.
resolution*.
have had their due effect upon trade. Imports wanted to soo direct water communication beA number of resointious handed to the comof cotton material have diminished from 8 to tween tho Upper Mississippi and Chicago. Bt
mittee wore reportedback withoutrecommendLouis
and
New
Orleans
must
not
think
tho
Senators
Platt and 40 per cent The cloth and iron trade are
ation and without being read.
commerce of the great Northwest could bo con.Mr. Edhusseu, of Davenport, road th® resoVico President Arthur arrivedat Albany, N. paralvzed,and Anglo-Rnssian merchants, tired fined to on® beaten track. That trade must
lutions in regard to tho continuance of the
of waiting for better times, are preparing to
take
in
Chicago,
Cleveland,
New
York,
BaltiY., on the 24th of May, aud were received with
canal commission, which tho committee ha®
leave with their capital for England ..... The
more, aud other cities. He.did not advocate a
enthusiastic cheers by a large party of political
not considered germane to their work, but
Duke and Duchess of Edinburgh had a narrow ship-canal,
believed
water-way highly approved of.
friends who had assembled at the depot to give
escape from drowning at Sidmouth. While out
ample for present requirements could
them welcome. At the hotel they were joined
Bam M. Clark, of Kookuk, moved to adopt
on a small cape they were cut off by a change
constructedfor $5,000,000, or about the report.
by Gov. Cornell, and in tho evening a general
in the tide, and were rescued by a life-boa4 .....

The Postoffice Departmentpresentsome intereating figures showing the amount of mail
transmitted by the department last year. They
are based upon an actual count of the man at
different postoffloesthroughout the country in
the first seven days of December, 1880. During the year 'every man, woman and child in
the United States wrote an average of twentynumber of
one letters
______ each.

.

canals.

dispatch says that a process or
al execution is openly
. resisted
They
a
The Revenue Collector at Atlanta, conferencebetween leading Republicans,Ma- , and deliberately defied In whole districtsth*'
______ 4 ____ Yvn»o tvZ .^„iof~Knn i,.u 1 operationof the law of the land is suspended.
Ga., reports that the jails of Fannin and Pick- hone and members of the administrationhas 4nd the law of the Land League enforced inens counties were emptied of moonshiners by been held in that city with reference to the stead. Whenever individuals more courageous
“Madam,
a
armed mobs. Commissioner Raum has given forthcoming Readjuster Convention in Rich- than the multitude attempt the service of
onlers to have warrants burned for the arrest mond. The plans we not as yet fully formed, j a writ of summons for rent, it can only bo
of the rescuingpartiesand sec that they are but there is reason to believe that the Mahone effected by a species of guerrilla warfare.
platform will be prepared iu that city, and that
body
would.” The
hunted down.
| A bailiff went to serve writs on the
it will be acceptable to tho Republicans.
man has forgotten what the widow said,
Memorial Day was observed by the
i propertyof Mr. Hutchins,near Mallow, County canal.
Speaker George H. Sharpe and
The Committee on Permanent Organization but has the impression that a tornado
Now England Templar commanderiesvisiting
’ Cork, Ireland. Borne women gathered around
three other members of the Republican Caucus an(j Helze^ ^ini) destroyingtho writs, and then and Rules reportedthe followingas permanenti struck the town about that time,
in Richmond, Va., by the adornment of the
Committee sent to each Republican member of stripped him naked and threw him into the officersof tho convention: President,
statues of -“Stonewall” Jackson and George
8. Horr, Eaat Saginaw, Mich.; Vice
the New York Legislaturea call for a caucus river. They caught him as he came out and
Washingtou with feral wreaths.
THE MARKETS.
imtortmito1 Pr^dents, J. W. P.Jmer, Detroit; J.
on the evening of May 30. Onlv thirty-one re- ' thrashed him with furze. The un
At Osborne’s Ford, Scott county, Va., sponded to the call. The friends of the ad- I man, more dead than nlhre, was then tarred L. 8 witz, New York ; J. W. Chapman,
NEW YORK.
CouncilBluffs; George Schneider,Chicago;W.
James Baker killed Alexander Osborne and two ministrationgathered to the number of fiftv- and featheredaud hunted through the country, Walker, Toledo; Charles Seymour, La Crosae, Br.EVxs ............................
$9 50 (S*12 5®
horse
which
was
seven aud held a conference. The Democratic The heed of tho dragoon’s
6 00 @ 6 20
Wis.; John Dement, Dixon, 111.; E. O. 8Un- Hoos ..............................
brothersnamed Ryner, beside mortallywound..... 10,V4 H
members met in caucus and resolved to sup- killed in the fight at Mitehellstownwas cut off nard, St. Louis; Chules P. King, Peoria; C. F. Cotton .......................
ing another man.
.Mrs. Tiuy Garrettand her port Francis Kernan aud John C. Jacobs for and fixed on the top of a ;x)le. The pole was
Floub -Huperflue.................4 00 @4 65
Clarkson, Des Moines; William Pettit, Minnedaughter had a quarrel at their home near
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ........ ..... 1 21 («4 1 22
decoratedwith green paper and crape. Streamtho Senatorial seats.
apolis;
JohnW.
Burdette,
Secretary,
BurlingNo. 2 Red ................1 26 @ 1 29
Cochran, Ga. The daughterseized a shoters were appended to the head, and iu the
Corn— Ungraded ..................
69
The ballotingfor United States Sen- mouth was placed a piece of paper bearingthe ton. Iowa.
gun and blew the top off her mother’s
Oatb—
Mixed
Western .............. 43
46
Charles A. Randolph, Secretaryof the Chihead. She fired a second time without effect. ators to succeedMessrs. Conkling and Platt be- following words : “ Here’s your rent ”... .KetPonx— Mean ................... ..15 75 @17 00
cago
Board
of
Trade,
spoke
at
great
length
on
Her father, returninghome after the shooting, gan in tne new xora i/ gisuuure uu i ue»- tie, of the Land League Executive Committee,
Labd .............................
10?i@ 11
in tho New York L gislatureon Tuesthe subject before the conventionand in favor
beat tho girl so badly that she will probablydie.
CHICAGO.
oi *
rvM.bi;™ wart arrested at Dublin. He is charged with
the
31st
ult.
In
the
Senate
Conkling
of
the
Hennepin
canal
day,
31st ult.
Senate
people to combine for the purpose of
The mother will also die.
liKKVEe— Choice Graded Steer*.. .. 5 80 @ 6 25
Letters of regret were read from Horatio
Cow* and Heifers. ....... 3 40 (4 4 75
received nine vote8,
for John C. refu,inyt0
lawM ,iebt».
In Woodruff county, Ark., a little boy Jacobs, six forW. A. Wheeler, five for 8. b.
Seymour, Secretory Windom, Govs. Pillsbnry,
Medium to Fair .......... 5 30 (4 5 60
.v
, T
5 00 (4 6 25
named Bennie Johnson, 7 years old, was sent Rogers, three for Gov. Cornell, and five . In the belief that the Land League Jerome and Cnllom, Senators Allison, McDill, Hoos ..............................
Saunders,Davis, Logan, Ingalls and Sawyer, Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex... 6 75 @ 6 00
scattering.
Platt
received
eight
votes
mav
t,ring
on
a
conflict
between
the
crown
and
by his parents on an errand to a neighbor’s
v
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house, two miles distant When half-way to
his intended destination, and while crossinga
lonely unfrequented strip of country, the little
sevea'f or'jacobs (Democratic nominee), ’fifteen
fellow was attacked and killed and partially
for Wheeler, six for Cornell, eight for Rogers |
devonred by a couple of vicious dogs.

At

Bridgeport,Ala., a tramp named

£Lr(Seod-

j

T

dimng
’

in

a"

^

sale

Tronortv

“of^r^rd1^

n

and Congressman Farwell.
After th® appointmentby the chair of th®
necessary committees,the conventionadjourned for the day.
SECOND DAT’S PROCEEDINGS.

Good

i

After the appointmentof a Committeeon

Tofel^

Resolutions, speecheswere called for. Ex-Gov.

Mehan, while bathing with some young men, era tic nominee) forty-seven.Depew fourteen, sponded with stones. Several persons were Stannard, of Missouri, complained of some
Cornell twelve, while thirty-threevotes were
1 injured ..... A correspondent of a. Parisian
became angered because they spattered him divided between a dozen other iiersons.
stricturesmade by the Davenport Gazette,with
journal wa* murdered by Arabs at Bijco
with mud. He rushed* for his knife and cut
reference to the position of the SL Louia dele"
(Tunis).
His
murderers
were
arrested,
courtGENERAL.
|

;
'

William Copeland in the neck, causing instant
martialedand shot.
death. Tho tramp was seized and bound.
Senator Sherman lately tendered
While in prison,
Reese, cousin Gov. Foster tho amount of the hotel bill for
of Copeland, slipped up and shot Mehan dead.
Tender Adrice.
....John P. Nunley, of Charleston,W. Va., the delegatesto the Chicago Convention,bnt
All who have seen a French wedding
became aggrieved at sometbing said by his it was not accepted.
nephew George, a yontfi of 19. The uncle
Hon. George W. Williams, of Ohio, know of the homely and frequentlyafchallenged the nephew. Pistols were the
fectionate manner in wliich the officiata colored delegate to the Baptist home mission
weapon*, and tho nephew was shot through
ing priest delivers a little homily to the
gatheringat Indianapolis,informed that body
the month.
intending husband and wife, in which,
that 30,000 negroes are preparingto emigrate
Reports from Carter county, Ky.,
celibate as he is, he speaks with the aufrom Lonisianato New Mexico.
mention the killingof two women and a man
thority of deep experience on the du-

Bam

the canal project,but Missouri men do not
want to see the Mississippi river improvement
slighted.They had thought the list of committees and the earlier form of the convention
had a little too much Chicago in them. But
that was all
Ex-Gov. William Bross, of Chicago,replied
to tho St. Louis representative, and said Chicago was as much interestedas St. Louis in
the improvementof the Mississippi.There
coni J be no difficulty between St. Louis and
The number of people drowned by
ties of bearing and forbearing,on the Chicago. Gov. Stannard had talked about
the sinking of the steamer Victoria, at Lonhappiness and privileges of the married the shipments of wheat amonnting to 6,000,000
don, Canada, is known to be over 200. A dis- state. But all were astonished at the bushels. That amount wonld not fill one Chicago warehouse. Illinois paid last year
patch from London of the 26th ult says the surpassing plainness of speech of the
$23,000,000 internal-revenuetax, and all she
funeral of the vici ims lasted all day and all
following priestly address : “It is from asked from the General Governmentwas 6 per
the precedingnight There were not hearses the bottom of my heart, Joseph, that I oent of that amount for the improvementof
nor coffinsenough to meet the emergency, and
congratulateyou upon the first step you her waterways.
vehicles of all kinds were used to convey the
The Hon. Julios C. Starr, of Peoria, prodead to the cemeteries. The behavior of are taking, it was, indeed, sad to see nounced in favor of improving all internal warongh characterson board the ill-sUrred ves- you wasting your youth in a life of dis- ter ways and developing all possible highways
sel is said to have had mucb to do with caus- gusting drunkenness.However, all is of commerce. For this purpose the combinaing the disaster. The calamity is to be com- well that ends well, and it pleases me
tion of all interests was needed. It was only
memorated by a monument in a cemetery overto think you have said gooa-by forever hv this means that Congress oould be brought
looking the scene of the disaster.
to appropriatemoney for improving the rivers
to that wine-shop.As to you, my poor
aud canals of the West
Gen. J. 8. Casement states that the
Catherine,thank heaven that you have
At this point of th® proceedingsthe welcome
right of way for the New York, Chicago aud
been able, ugly as you are, to find a hns- announcement was made that the Committee
8t Louis road haa been secured through New baud ; never forget that you ought, by on Resolutionswas ready to report, and the
York, Pennsylvania and Ohio: that immense an tinchangeablesweetnessand devotion ! Chairman, Gen. Henderson, presentedthe folquantities of ties are beinc deliveredfrom Alwithout bound... to try to obtain pardon : loS.gc„..v.n«oB, to p«pi. u,.
pena, Mich., and the roadbed will be ready for
for your physical imperfection, for, I re- Mississippivalley,aud of the Northwest, In pursuthe rails In “September. . .Max Btnkosch, the
well-known impressarioand operaticmanager, peat, you are a real blunder of nature. ance of the call of the convention, aud In furtheranc* of the purposes thereof, unanimouslydeclare:
And. now, my dear children, I join you
has again failed.
1. That the Cougreea of the United Steles should
i

!

named McKinney by the regulators. Other
crimes are reported,and almost a reign of terror in some parts the county.

WASHINGTON.
A Washington dispatch of May 24
says : “ Secretary Wlndom’s policy in the matter of the continuanceof the 5-per -cents is as

complete a success as it was with the 6’s. At
the close of treasury hours to-day the total

amount of the $250,000,000 included in the call
bad bten received. SecretaryWindom congratulateshimselfthat his views in opposition
to the calling of an extra ses-tion of Congress
prevailed. He h*saco;mpllshedall that Congress
could have done with much less friction.*.
.
The Presidenthaa made the followingrecess
appointments : Consuls of the United States
-Jesse H. Moore, of Illinois, at Callao;
John M. Bailev,. of New York, at Hamburg ;
Helab Mi mil, of Massachusetts,at Jerusalem ;
George W. Rosevelt, of Pennsylvania, at
Bordeaux. Collectorsof Internal Revenue
for Texas— William H. Sinclair.First dia.

trict

;

triot ;

E

C.

Ludlow, Third

.

dis-

William Umbaemtock,Fourth dutncL...

gates. He denied that there was opposition to

*

Choice Spring Ex.. 6 00 (4 5 25
Spring ...... ........ 1 09 (4 1 11
No. 3 Spring .............. 95 (4 1 01
44
Corn— No. 2 ......................
43
38
Oats— No. 2 .....................3"
Rye— No. 2 .................
1 14 (4 1 15
Barley— No. X ................ .... 96
97
Butter Choice Creamery ......... 22
23
Eons— Fresh ....... ............. 12
12*
Pork— Mesa .......................
16 00 (416 25
Laud .............................10*

Wheat— No.

(4
(4

’

The new pcition of

the malleable ia matrimony,”

by aad

au*

(4
(4
<4

.'

MILWAUKEE.

Wheat— No.

. 1 12 (4 1 15
....................
No. 2 ....................
. 1 09 (4 1 11
Corn— No. 2 ..................... 42 (4 43
Oats -No. 2 ....................... 35 (4 36
. 1 12 (4 1 13
Bye— No. .......................
Harley— No. X ................... 94 (4 95
Poux— Mess: ..................... .15 76 (416 00
Lard ............................ 10tf(4 10Y
1

.
.

1

.

.

ST. LOUIS.

Wheat— No.

. 1 12 (a 1 14
2 Red ................
Corn— Mixed ........ ........ v.... 45 (4 4fi
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 37 (4 38
.

,. 1
Bra .........
......
Pork— Mesa .......................
.16
Labd .............................
......

.........

17
25

(4 1 18
(416 50

. 1oy<4

10Y

CINCINNATI.
. 1 12 £ 1 13
Wkkat ...........................

,.
Cohn ............................
.. 1
Rye .............................
,.1«
Pork— Mess .......................

48
41
20
X5

(4
(4

49
42

<4 1 21
(416 50

.. 10Yl4 lu&
TOLEDO.

Wheat

16
17
47
.. 40

.. 1
No. 1 White. .............
,. 1
No. 2 Bed ...............
..
Corn— No. 2 ......................

<4 1 17
(4 1 18
48
41

(4
<4

DETROIT.
Floub— Choice ...................5 50 (4 6 50

Wheat— No.

. 1
1 White .............

14 (4 1
47 (a;

Oats— Mixed ............ ......... „ *3
Bablit (per cental) ................ J 50
.

<4

15
48

»

INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat— No*

Red..... ............1 11 <4 1
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 44
(4
OAt* ..........................
......
G15
Pork— Mess. . •
pL
2

-

—

CATTUt-Beet ..........

<4

£

12
45
40
50

5 25 <4
4 50 (4 5 00
Common ............... 3 75 (4 4 80^
.

Fair .........

.

devlae by law and sustoia

to

2

Hoae .............

Sour,

....

..............

.

.

..........

...........

.....

........

!
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W

.. *
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Lvoqm ..........
747 Algonao ............ 712
Won of about ono-flftoontliof the whole State. was passed In discussing the compilationques- MICHIGAN CITIES AND TILLAGES.
Muir ................ 714 Brookway ........... 125
Both houses have just passed one bill to repeal tion. The substituteof a bll similar to the
Palo ................327 BrookwayCantar....352
The following is the populationof the Pewamn. ........... 316 Capao ............. 544
an act relating to a public park for said city, bill for the purchase of Judge Howell'e compilation
was
rejected—
yeu
39,
nays
40.
The
bill
and another amending oertam sections of the
Fair Haven ..........255
cities of Michigan, and of the villages Portland ............ 1,670
Hanuno ............. 877 Fort Gratiot ........ 1,280
charterproper,relative to the Board of AlJer- for the election of a compilerwas referredto
Lakeport ............ 146
the
committee
of
the
whole.
Smyrna
...........
236
containing 100 inhabitants or more,
j men, etc.
Marine City ......... 1,673
10600.
The bill “for the establishmentof a departFriday, May 27.— Srnatr.— The following compiled from the Government census AlabMter ........ 167 Memphia ............144
CITY. MICHIGAN.
ment of ooleotiomedicine at the Universityof
House bills passed on third reading:Relative bulletins for 1880, by the Lansing Re- Oflooda .............. 1,051 Ruby
Michigan" oocnpiedquite a part of the time of
SmltluvlUe .......... 144
RUBELLA.
to
Boards of Health and health officersin publican. The total population of Blanchard ........... 271
the House on Friday afternoon,and was then
by. roar ph.
defeated— yeas 36, nays 43. The arguments townships.The joint resolutionrelative to forty-one cities is 879,372, and the total Duahvllle. ...........103 Burr Oak ............721
AT THE CAPITAL.
against the bill worn mostly on the ground that the claim of Pugh and Lowe, ex-Clerke of the populationof fifty-five villages each con- Loomla .............215 Centerville, ..........705
Final A«l|ournment Day Fixed— The if a mistake had been made in admittingdif- Supreme Court, was lost, reconsidered and taining more than 1,000 is 94,487; so Mt Pleaaant ........ 1.115 Colon ............... 422
Salt River...'.*.".'..]$94 ConiUntine.'.'.'.’.'.'.'.’.1,405
Ontonagon and Brule Hirer Hill ferent schools of medicine In retof ore, the same tabled.
jackmon. '
Flowerfleld ......... 200
that the inhabitants of the State who reBaldwin ............ 200 Leomdaa ............ 121
PaitMed by the Houee-Bcprettenta- miKtake should no*, be repeated.
House.—
Speaker
Moffat
appointed
Represide
in
business
centers
may
be
said
to
The House on the 26th passed the joint resoBrooklyn ............470 Mendon. ............ 8'4
tlve Apportionment — More of the lution
heretoforepassed by the Hunate “ ex- sentatives Bolden,G. H. Hopkins, Ring, Earle number 473,809, or 29 per cent of the Conooni ............540 NotUwa. ............ 100
Compilation Hatter-Sundry Refcr- tending the time for the completion of the
M a Bpecial Committee on the whole population (1,636,835)of the Uraae Lake .......... 682 Park ville ............ 152
300 SturgU .............. 2,091
Hanover
O II COM.
Marquette;Houghtonand CntoiLigon railroad Coinuil|ltionbillg> Tbe 808gion WM 8pent in
State. This is a larger proportionthan Napoleon ............379 Three Rivera. ....... 2,625
Lajthino, May 28, 1881.
to Jan. 1, 1884.
100
..............137 Waaepl .............
An appropriationof $55,000 Laving been committeeof the whole. Both houses ad- at any previous census, and shows the Norvell
As all tilingseartbly have au end, so will the
Parma .............. 482 White Pigeon ........ 1,021
journed until Mouday evening.
increasing
tendency
of
our
people
to
setasked for with which to build a school-room
Bpringport .......... 385
TUBCOLA.
presentsession of the Legislature, and doubt- and other smaller improvements that are claimed
Monday, May 80.— Tho Legislaturerecon- tle in closer proximitv:
Waterloo ...........196 Caro ...............1,282
less many who read this will bo glad to know to bo much needed at the Jackson prison, the
KALAMAZOO.
Cats City ............313
CITIES.
vened at 8:30 this evening,with a quorum in
Climax ..............268 BCayville .............248
that the day for its final adjournmenthas at Senate Committees on State Prison and ApproPojmlation.
Population
priations and Finance a-ked pbrmissionto visit both houses, but little was done. The Gover- Adrian ............ 7,810Jarknon ........... 16,105 Comatock ............149 Millington.......... 492
last been decided upon. When the matter
Kalamazoo .......... 8,057 Reeeee .............. 344
that institution,which they did on Friday (yes- nor noticed the signing of several bills, among Alpeui ............ 6,153 Liualug ........... 8,310
Tuaoola ..............255
came up in the House on the 24th for final de- terday). At this time in the session they will which was the bill providingfor the publica- Ann Arbor ........ 8,061 Lapoor ............ 2,011 Oahtemo ............ 141
RIchiamL ............233 Watrouavllle.........244
tion
of
30,000
copies
of
“Michican
in
the
Battle
Creek ...... 7,003 Marshall .......... 3,705
cision, that body decided that they couldn't hardly report in favor of the passage of the bill.
AN nUKKN.
BayCity ..........20,603 Marquette.... .... 4,680 Schoolcraft......... 951
Gov. Jerome has approved the long bill con- War," and the bill to tax telegraph and teleYickaburg ...........784 Bangor .............. 1,102
finish the work by the 1st of June, as proposed
Big
Rapids
........
3,552
Mason
............
1,800
Bloomlngdale. ....... 202
KALKASKA.
solidatingand amendingthe school laws and phone lines. By resolutionthe use of the Cadillac..
..... 2,213 Monroe ............4,028
in the Senate resolution, so it was amended so
providingfor county school examiners,and .c House was granted to Sojourner Truth to de- Charlotte. ......... 2,010 ML Clemens ...... 3,057 Crofton ..............107 Breedavlue .......... 300
as to provide that June 8 should be the last
liver a lecture next Thursday evening.
Kalkaaka ............ 496 Covert ..... .........228
Coldwater
4,681 Muskegon .........11,262
day for doing business (other than finishing will go into effectJuly 1.
Decatur ............. 1,267
KENT.
116,342Negsuuee .........3,031
Detroit...
The bill detachingcertain territoryfrom SagOoble’a .............. 181
that now under way), una on the 11th at 12 m.
Dowagiac .........2,100 Nllee .............. 4,107 Ada. .................340
inaw county and attaching it to Bay county has
Grand
Junction ..... 172
Alaaka .............. *26
the gavel should fall for final adjournment.
Kant Saginaw ...... 10,016Owoeso ............2,501
finallypassed both houses. Saginaw thus loses
Byron Center ........ 116 Hartford ............ 838
THE FAMILY DOCTOR.
In that amendment the Senate concurred,and
Flint .............. 8,410 P ntlao............ 4,500
and Bay gains about 1,000 population.
Keeler ...............189
thus the stake is driven beyond which they
Grand Haven ..... 4,861 Port Huron. ....... 8,883 Caledonia..... ...... 340
101 Kendall ............. 192
Tbe House has just passed a bill to create
For Neuralgia. —Steep green horse- Grand HupldH. ... 32,015Saginaw .......... 10,525 Caanovla ........
cannot go.
Caunouiburg ........ 130 Lawrence ........... 650
When the famous and rauch-talked-about from parts of tho Thirteenth, Eighteenth, radish root in cold vinegar, warm the Greenville......... 3,144 St Clair. .......... 1,023 Cedar Sprluga ....... 1,141 Lawton ..............747
Nineteenth and Twenty-firstjudicial district
Haitian .......... 2,531 Tawaa. ............ 1,712
ONTONAQOM AND SKULK RIVER R. K.
548 Mattawan ........... 240
Graudvi
llle ......
another new ono. the Twenty-eighth. One by liquid slightly, and bathe the parts af- HUladde .......... 3,441 Weet Bay City ...... 6,397
Llabon ..............124 Paw Paw ............ 1,482
Land-Grant bill came up in the House on the
Holland ........... 2,620 Wyandotte ......... 3,631
fected.
one the districtsincrease.
Lowell .............. 1,538 South HaVen ........ 1,442
25th, as indicated last week, its enemies resortIonia ..............4,100YpaUantl .......... 6,377
Ono bill, an unimportant one, only received
WARHTKNAW.
Rockford ............816
ed to their usual attemptsto amend, as oppoFor Constipation.— One ounce of Ighpeiulng ........ 6,039
nine votes in favor of its passage in tho House
Sand
Lake .......... 581 Chelae* .............
1,160
VILLAGES.
nents of all bills do, and the roll was called on
on the 25th. Evidently not a very meritorious senna, the same quantity of peppermint
Canandaigua ....... 125 Sparta .............. 507 Dexter .............. 1,008
ALCONA COUNTY.
its final passage,showing 65 yeas and 24 navs,
leaves, one-half pound figs, all chopped Alcona .............. 108 Clayton.
Mancheeter ...... 1,156
LAKK.
bill.
H68
with eleven members absent. The bill was deThe Senate joint resolution providingfor in- fine and mixed with a few spoonfuls of Black River ......... 182 Clinton ............927 Baldwin ...........165 Milan ...............220
clared lost by Speaker Moffat, not having recreasing the salaries of Circuit Judges from molasses. Take a small piece after each Harrlavllle .......... 540 Fairfield ............ 285 Chase ............... 278 Mooreville.......... 106
ceived two-thirds of the votes of all the memSaline .............. 868
I.APKKB.
ALLEGAN.
Hudion ............. 2,254
$1,500 to $2,500 failed to pass in the Senate on
WAYNE.
bers-cloct.An appeal was first taken from the
meal
Almont ..............837
Allegan ............. 2,296 Medina ............. 228
its final passage, receivingonly 18 yeas to 9
440 Belden .............. 138
rulings of the chair, but it was finally decided
Dorr ................160 Morend ............. 1,209 Attica.
nays— not two-tnirds. It was reconsideredand
Diphtheria.—Dr. C. R. S. Curtis, of Douglaa .............522 Palmyra. ............ 225 Burch ville ........... •660 Dearborn ........... 410
to withdraw that, reconsiderthe vote and try
mav fare better next time they vole.
Quincy, HI., reports in the Boston Med- Oteego .............. 1,000Riga ................ 213 Columbia ville ....... 826 Flat Bock ........... 378
again that evening to secure the necessan’
Tbe Ionia House of Correctioninvestigation
Dryden ............. 200 Greenfield........... 1,618
sixty-seven votes. When that vote was reached,
ical and Surgical Journal the results of Plain well ............ 1,367 Tecumaeh .......... 2,111
was closed on tho 27tb, and it is now pretty
Saugatuck .......... 704 Weston ..............193 Hadley .............. 143 Grosae Point ........ 189
throe more members were present, and one
I inlay City .......... 971 Morrli .............. 147
LIVINOHTON.
generally concodod has succeeded in proving the local use of a decoctionof leaves of Waylaud ............ 54C
(Representative
Grant) changed his vote in re- Northvllle. .......... 084
Brighton ............ 803 Metamora ........... 236
ANTRIM.
nothing worse than that the Board of Man- black walnut in diphtheria. The remesponse to telegrams from his constituents, and
ElkRapida.., ....... 620 Fowlervllle .......... 1,051 Otter Lake .......... 806 New Boston ......... 284
agers and the officers do not work at alj in dy was chiefly employed as a gargle or
Plymouth ........... 1,026
LHLANAW.
the bill went through,yeas 69, nays 23. Senator
Mancelona .......... 105 Hartland ............ 216
harmony and that the institution should have applied with a swab to the throat and
Howell .............. 2,071 Leland (about) ...... 400 Walt*............... li»
BAB BY.
Chandler,of the Thirty-seconddistrict, who is
either a new Board of Managers or now ofticors.
........... 198 Wayne .............. 919
Chairman of the Railroad Committee to whom
fauces. A poultice of the leaves was Freeport .............166 Plainfield ............109 Northport
WEXPOHD.
LKNAWEK.
The Governor has appointed and the Senate
Mlddleville .......... 712 Pinckney ............ 427
the bill is referred, as well as Senatorfrom the
on the 24th confirmed Peter B. Loomis, of also resorted to in some instances. Dr. Nashville ............978 UnadUle .............234 Addison ............291 Manton ............. 214
districtin which most of the lauds in question
Bllf afield ............ 1,132
Mackinac.
Jackson, a member of the Board of Charities, Curtis adopted the same remedy in con- Prairleville .......... 142
are located, says the bill will bo reported on
Woodland Center. .. 266 Hamlet ..............934
vice
Limit.
Gov.
Crosby,
resigned
; and John
sequence
of
the
recommendation
by
Tuesday, and that it will surely pass,
Mackinac ........... 720
BAY.
Manistm expects to have seven or
Avery, of Greer ville. as member of State Board Prof. Nelaton in malignant pustule.
as at least twenty-threeSenators are already
MACOMB.
Deep River .......... 135
of Hi»lth,vice Dr. Kedzic, resigned.
pledged to vote for it If so that will dispose
The use of the gargle was unattended Kawkawlm .... ...... •238 Armada .............550 eight salt blocks in operationby next
The Governor has also sent to the Senate
106
Uncounlng ......... 300 Beebe's Corners. .
of one of the most hotly-contested matters beby discomfort, no patient objecting to it. Sagan tug ........... 243 Disco .............. 100 winter.
fore the present Legislature. If the United names for the five members of the Tax ComMemphis
.......
572
Improvement
in
each
instance
was
rapid,
Staudiah ............246
mission, but, as their confirmationhas not yet
Hugh McKhnzii, of Caro, has been
States Governmenthas allowed innocent pur60#
Sterling ............ 160 New Haven .........
been acted on, the secret as to who they arc has the ash-colored spots disappearing.
chasers (or others) to patent any portion of
UKNZIK.
Romeo ............ 1,629 granted a patent on a spark extinguisher,
these lauds that were granted to the State of not been removed.
782 Utica .............. 493
Lime Water and Milk. —Experience
Speaker Moffat was tho recipienton Thursto be used on threshing-machineengines.
MANISTEE.
Michigan for building railroads, and for no
South Frankfort... 385
proves that lime water and milk are not
day
last
of
a
beautiful
gold-lined
silver
water
Bear Lake ____ ..... 236
BERRIEN.
other purpose,and winch the General GovernA young mother at Saginaw City gave
ment had no further ownership in (as will be pitcher, goblets and slop bowl, the gift of tbe only food and medicine at an early peri- Benton Harbor ..... 1,230Filer ............... 558
fourteen
messenger
boys
of the House. Repre- od of life, but also at a later, when the Berrien Springs
758 Plerjiont ........... 148 birth, a few days since, to a child that
pretty dearly indicated if the bill finally passes)
104 Strouach ........... 354
Bridgman ..........
they are able and should be very willing to re- sentative Kinney, of Washtenaw,officiatedas functionsof digestion and assimilation Coloma ............. 269
MAN1TOU.
weighed eighteen pounds and four
fund to such pm chasers their money with in- spokesman, and the Speaker made a very neat are feeble and easily perverted. A stom- Dayton ............ 181 St, James .......... 108
little talk in
Observer.
ounces.
ff
MABqUKTTZ.
Galieu ............. 413
ach taxed by gluttony, irritated by imMlllburg ........... 113; Harvey .............
The House has been having a lively squabble
Prominent citizensof Detroit are
proper food, inflamed by alcohol, enfee- New Buffalo ....... 523
MECOSTA.
for some weeks, through their special commitMICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
bled by disease, or otherwise unfitted New Troy .......... 392 .Mecosta. ........ 1*9 moving to have on ordinance passed by
tee on apportionment, over the
242
St. Joseph. .........2,603 Mi brook. ..........
REPRESENTATIVE REAPPORTIONMENT,
the Council requiring all heavy trucks to
for its duties— as is shown by the vari- Three Oaks .........
474 Morley .............
and on the 27th the forenoon was passed,
Tuesday, May 24.— tSENATE.—House bills ous symptoms attending upon indiges- Watorvliet......... 179 Paris ...............
be provided with wide tirea.
in the discussion in committee of the whole on passed: Prohibiting railroad companies from
Stanwood .......... 146
BRANCH.
tion, dyspepsia,diarrhea, dysentery and
A lump of native copper and nearly
the Senate bill. All attempts to amend it maMENOMINEE.
826
Bronaon ...........
carrying inflammableoils or fluids on passen- fever — will resume its work, and do it
pure,
and weighing five and three-quarMenominee
........
3,288
170
Girard
.............
terially failed, and it was finally ordered reprinted and placed on its final passage,when it ger trains; amendingtbe charter of Ishpemenergetically, on an exclusive diet of Quincy .............1,120Stephenson .........
ter pounds, was found the other day in
MIDLAND.
will no doubt pass substantially as it passed ing; relative to tbe organizationand manage- bread and milk and lime water. A bowl Sherwood ........... 211
Vernon township, Shiawassee county.
Union ............. 1,280 Coleman ...........
the Senate and as given in fuil in this corre- ment of asylums for the insane; for the publiMidland. ...........1,529
of cow’s milk may have four table-spoonCALHOUN.
Arrangements for the State banfl
spondence at that tune.
cation of the laws and documents; repealing
MONROE.
2,71f
fuls of lime water to it with good effect. Albion ....... /,....
tournament,
to take place in Lansing,
THE COMPILATION yCESTION
Carlton .............
Athens .............
obsolete highway laws ; relativeto letting
has been again thoroughly canvassed in the
8o:i
Jane 8 and 9, are nearing completion,
Cold Drinks.— It is true, remarks
contracts by State officers or Boards of Control.
Dundee ............
Partello ............
House during the week, and the bill “ to provide
and there is little doubt that it will surTbe Senate concurredin the following appoint- Dr. J. H. Hanaford, that certain per- Tekousha ..........
East Milan .......... 148
for the collection,compilation and reprinting
ments made by tbe Governor: Peter B. Loomis, sons, or persons in certain conditions,
pass any similar demonstration yet made
Ida. ...............
CASS.
of the general laws of this State, which proof Jacksou, to be a member of the State Board cannot take very cold drinks at of near AdaiusvlUe.......... I3f Maybee ..........
m Michigan.
vides that the two houses of the Legislature
Gaasopolla.......... . 915 Milan ..............
of Correctionsand Chanties,in place of Moshall,as soon as iiossible after the passage of
the meal time without impairingdiges- Edwardsburg...... . 5(K Newport ........... 283
The only daughter of R. A. Marvin,
reau 8. Crosby,resigned; John Avery, of Greenthe bill, meet in joint committee for the elec. 101
. 191
tion, since the stomach must be kept at
editor of the Reading Telephone, a
ville, member of the State Board of Health,in
South Rock wood.. . 251
tion of a compielr, who shall “ collect together
about 98 deg. Fall, that digestion may La Grange ........ .. 122!
place of Robert F. Kodsie, resigned. The Senbright little girl nearly B years of age,
MONTCALM.
Maroellua ......... 635
such acts and parts of acts as are in force, and,
ate agreed to the House concurrent resolution
be
reasonably
successful
Even
a slight Newburg .......... . 118 Carson ............
complained of pain in her recently vacwithoutalteration, arrange them under approfor adjournment Wednesday, June 8, and final depression in the temperature of the Vandalia .......... . 435 Crystal ............. 179
cinated arm, and soon went into a spasm,
priate heads an i tilies, with marginal notes
CHARLEVOIX.
Coral
.............
adjournment June 11.
and digests of decisions on the same, with referstomach is sufficientto arrest the diges Boyne City ........ . 18" Edmore ...........
death following within a short time.
ences to decisions of the Supreme Court of this
House. A resolntion directing all committee tive proceB8> temporarily,at least, and, Charlevoix .......... 515 Gowan ............. 25'.
Wednesdays and Thursdays may be
State and other decisionsbearing upon said clerks to assist the Engrossing and Enrolling | of course, derange the stomach. Tliis
CHEBOYGAN.
Howard City ...... . 921
rightly called “the working days” of the
Cheboygan ..........2,261 Lakeview .........
acts, pursuant to the provisionsof section
Clerk in the enroUmont of bills was adopted, class— small, it is true— would be injuCHIPPEWA.
[Langston .........
fifteen of article eighteen of the constitution
Michigan Legislature. Mondays, Tuesof this Slate.” The Governor shall also ap- The following Hoase bills passed on third | dicious in the use of any cold drinks or Fort Brady ......... 115 Pierson ............ 372

l|dlat|d tj&i

WJ.

HOLLAND

and

,

....

.

.

.

.

....

,

—

terest

reply.
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1

by no means
needful to use tea or coffee on this achow and in what form the printing reorganizingthe Thirteenth,Nineteenth and count, since hot water, properly preand bindingshall be done, how the contract for Twenty -first,and creating the Twenty-eighth pared, may take their places. The use
the same shall be let, that the compiler shall judicial circuit ; relative to the State library. of ice water, especially in the hot seareceive »5,000 and the Commissioners$500 The House bill amending section 98, relative to son, when the system is so debilitated
each, and that the books are to be sold at not taxes, was lost, reconsideredand tabled. The
as not to be able to rally after unusual
more than 10 per cent, above the actual cost, resolntionfor adjournment was amended so
chill, necessarily following a copious
which must not exceed $1 per set of two vol- as to make the date for closing business June
drink of ice-water, must prove unfavorumes, having been placed on the order of third
8, of final adjournment June 11.
able. It not only expels the natural
reading, was re-referred to the committee of
Wednesday,May 25.— Senate.— The follow- heat of the stomach, but lessens the
the whole, on the 26th. A substitute for this
was offered, and is under consideration, which ing House bills passed : Detaching Kochvill*
natural flow of the gastric juice— if it
is entitled “ A bill to providefor supplyingthe
from Saginaw county and attaching the same does not totally suspend it— on the suppublic officersof this State and other persons
with copies of a work entitled ‘The General to Bay county; amending th* consolidated ply of which good digestion must deStatutes of the State of Michigan,in Force, Game laws, section No. 2,095; Senate bills pend, in a great measure. Indeed, the
with Notes and Digest of the Deci- amending the laws relatingto proceedings influence of the use of very cold drinks
sions of the Supremo Court Relating against debtorsby attachment ; for an amendThereto.’
This bill provides that ment to the constitution relative to the salaries is to produce flabbiness about the stomach, indigestion, a sensationof heavi“ tho Secretary of State shall,as soon as the i of joutkeB of the CircuitCourt Reconsidsame can be prepared and publishedafter the ered and tabled : Amending tbe laws regard- ness, a “tasting of the food” long after
adjournmentof the present session of the ing the salaries of State officers ; to oempel it is taken. It ordinarily leads to the use
Legislature, and from time to time thereafter
steam vessels to provide fire-screensfor smoke- of stimulants to aid in digestion, enas may bo needful for distribution or sale by stacks ; to punish truancy.
couraging intemperance.In short, the
tbe State, procuresuch number of copies of tho
House.—The messeuger boys, fourteen ic stomach is debilitated by such a course
general statutesof tbe State of Michigan,in
force, with notes and digests of the decisions
number, presentedSpeaker Moffat with a silvei —producingmore or less dyspepsia.
of tho Supreme Court relating thereto, com- salver, water pitcher and goblets, the presentapiled and annotatedby Andrew Howell, as
may bo required for the use of tbe State and tion speech being made bv Representative
Extravagantbat Rather Pretty.
for tbe supply of and distribution to tho of- Kinne. The bill to restore the death penalty
by
hanging
passed
the
House—
yeas
56,
nays
ficers and others entitled by law to copies of
The following beautiful tribute to
tbe public acts of tho Legislature, aud for Bale 31. The bill in reference to uniform ballotswas woman was recently delivered by a relost
A
petition
was
presented,
signed
by
nearto citizens of tho State, if the State shall
.formedman: “ I should like to propose
choose -to keep tbe same for Bale." It further ly all the lawyers in Saginaw county, asking for
provides that it shall also include all tho the passageof tho bill to buy the Howell com- a toast to-night, although a total abstilaws passed at the present session, that tho
pilation over the Governor’s veto. Senate bills nence man myself— a toast to woman. To
State shall pay not to exceed $5 per set of two j passed to amend the act relative to be drank, not in liquor of auy kind, for
volumes, that they shall bo re idy for deliver)'i the compensation of the Commissioners
we should never pledge a woman in that
within one year ; that a $40,000-bQnd shall bo of Railroads, and for the uniform regwhich may bring her hnsbaud reeling
given to the State within fifteen davs after the ulation of State institutions. The following
bill shall become a law, etc. It is claimed that House bills passed:Amending the laws relative home to abuse where he should love and
this purchase would bo in lino with the pur- to the State Prison; relating to offenses against cherish, send her sons to a drunkard’s
chase of Judge Green’s work on township offi- chastity and decency. Subsequently reconsid- ' grave, and her daughters to a life of
.cers and their duties,which tho G.pvernorre- eml and tabled: Amending the laws relative tq
homo. Oh, no, not in that, but rather
cently approved, and tliat he would not there- street railways; relative to the fees of County
in the life-giving water, pare as her
fore veto this, as he did the original Howell
Clerks; making an appropriationof $15,000to chasity, clear as her intuitions,bright as

point two Commissioners to examine said compilation,and if found correct to so certify to the
Governor. The remainingsections specify

portion of tbe Dereading : For the Bale of a poi
troit and Saline plank
road, in the city of Depla
troit ; repealing the Detroit Park act of 1871 ;

very cold food, though

it

is

”

bill. It is not quite certain yet which, or that
the Agricultural Colleges. The bill to confer
either one of the bills above alludedto, will
a land grant in the upper peninsula upon the
pass.
Ontonagonand Brule Biver Railroad Company
SUNDRY REFORENCK8.
No ouc need fear to remain in Michigan for was lost, yeas 64, nays 25— not two-thirds. The
at least two years, as there is no possibilitythat vote was reconsideredand an evening session
thev will lie '“hanged by tho neck until they ordered; Tbe Ontonagon and Brule River
are'dead," the Senate having, on the 26th, in- Railroad Land-Grantbill passed the House
definitelypostponed the further consideration tills evening by a vote of yeas 69, nays 23. The
of Wyckoff’s bill for tho restoration of capital bill was orderedto take immediate effect
punishmentwhich the House succeeded in
Thursday, May 96.— Hknati.— The House
paasingon the 25th by 56 yeas to 31 nays.
bill to restore the death penalty by hanging for
It is generally understood now that the differences between the champions of the Union the crime of murder In the second degree waa
Depot bill for Detroit, and tho transit railway, indefinitelypostponed— yeas, 18; nays. 8. The
which were alluded to in our last, have been ad- following House bills were passed: Repealing
• justed by the sale
the Utter the Park act of Detroit, and for tho relief of incompany of the Und needed for the digent scholars in the Michigan School for the

by

depot and grounds, for $216,975.

If
this is true, it is the key to the solution of another matter that promised at one time to call
out unpleasantresults in either event,

and

nouiK.—me following

passed on the third

reading: Senate bill authorizingsuits to be

will

moessarily spare the Legislaturemuch time brought against insurance companies in Circuit
Courts: boose bill making an appropriationfor
and trouble.
Petitions asking for the passageof the Senate the State Board of Health; amendbill for the locationand ereetiDnof in addi- ing the act of 1877 relative to partinsano asylum, are beginningto be sent nership associations;extending the time
of completionof the Marquette, Houghthe Board of Trustees of the Kalama
ton and Ontonagon railroad.The %U1 to
having so petitioned.
very properlycomes in for her share establish a chair of eclectic medians in Miohilegislstion,as she ought, with her popular> gaa University waa lost Tbs day ia the House

;

her smile, sparklingas the laughterof
her eyes, cheering as her consolation,
strong and sustaining as her love — in the
crystal water I would drink to her that
she would remain queeu regnant in the

empire she has already won, grounded
deep as the universe in love.”

Sault Ste. Mnrie....l,947;Hhetnian............ 661
VeaUburg .......... 438
Clare .............. 5021 Trufant .............
Fanvell ...... ..... 521
MUHKEUON.
Bailey ...............196
Harrison ......
CLINTON.
Frultport .........
Bath ..........
Holton ..............
De Witt ....... ..... 284 Montague ...........
Duplaln ...... ..... 121 Whitehall ...........
Eagle

NKWAYOO.

.........

days, Fridays and Saturdays must go
without calling. Those railroad passes
always did play the mischief with legislative business. —Laming

Republican,
The State Homeopathic Society held
its annual meeting at Ann Arbor last
week. The following delegates were
elected to the American Institute of
Homeopathy : Dr. T. A. Jones, E. C.

Ashland ............
Eureka ....... ...... 208 Alley ton ............
Fowler .............. 321 Croton ........ .....
Franklm, H. O. Allen, R. O. Olin, J. G.
Maple Rapids ....... 605 Fremont ............9o2
Ovid ................ 1,479|Newaygo ............ 1,097 Gilchrist, A. B. Botaford, and R. B.
St Johns ........... 2,870 White Cloud ....... 44u
the World’s Homeopathic
Sbepardivllle.......
Oakland.
Convention
at
London
Prot P. G.
Auburn ............ Ill
Eseanaba ........... 3,026 Birmingham........ 733 Wilson and Dr. A. L. Sawyer. To the
|Clarkston ........... 368
Western
of Homeopathy at
Bellevue ............628 Commerce .......... 164
Dimondale .......... 304|Davlaburg.......... 239 Chicago: Dr. H. Whiteworth, J. N.
Grand Ledge ........ 1,387 Farmington ......... 877 Reynolds, and H.
folGrand River ........ 124]Frauklln............ 151
144 Holly ...............
1,448 lowing officers were elected for the enKalamo ...........
President,
R.
Olivet .............. 520 Milford ............. 1,231 suing
. 471 Novi. ............... 168 Arndt;
Potter ville .......
Presidents,
D.
Vernioutvtlle ...... . 623 Orton ville ........... 30M
Corey
Whiteworth ; General
EMMET.
Orion ............... 420
Croaa Village ...... . 302 Oxford ..............851 Secretary,
CorrePetoekey .......... .1,815 Uochwter ........... 996
Royal Oak ........... 217 sponding Secretary, Dr. A. B. Grant;
GENEHEE.
Argentine ......... . 112 Lmitfi Lyon ......... 418 Treasurer, Dr. G. A. Robertson. The
. ) 20, Walled Lake ......... 131 next annual meeting will be held in
Atlas ..............
Clio ................
OCEANA.
Davison ........... . 10.) Crystal. ............. 129 Grand Bapids.
.2,151 Barnett ..............341
Fenton ville ......
Flushing .......... . 690 Hart ................ 464
Lincoln and Father Blair.
344 HeiiHTla ............ 147
Gaines ...........
Goodrich ............ 235 Mean
337
Respect and reverencefor old age was
Grand Blanc ........
ooi maw.
Linden ..............676 Ogemaw Springs....108 one of Lincoln's marked characteristics,
Mount Morris ....... 602 West B nuich ........ 139 as was strikingly shown in an instance
Otlavillo.............
ohceola.
which occurred on the route from SpringPine Run ........... lODEvart ................ 1,302
Swartz Creek. ....... ISilGaylord............. 292 field, HI, to Washington before the cereokand traverse. llleney .............. 472 monial of his first inauguration.
Traverse City ........ l,897jLeRoy ..............134
The sullen roar of civil war waa hjard
(Reed Oily ........... 1,091
Alma ................
Ottawa.
in the distance, and a spirit of apprehenBreckeuridge ........ 2371Berlin ...............270
sion and doubt possessed all grades of
Ithaca .............. 600 Cheater ..............420
Rlverdale............144 Coopersvillc......... 045 society, as was made manifest in the vast
8L Louie ............ 1,075 Eastman ............
___________
^
_________
crowdis that assembled
everywhere
along
Elsie ..........

.

H5
delta.

House. To

:

Eaton.

Academy

1

R Arndt

The

year:

Dr. H.
Vice
Dr. O.
and H.
Dr. R. B. House;

.

i

489;

.

216

349

oratiot.

«37

591 188
^
SH

Allen..

Cambria ............ 316 Nunlca ..............297
CamdenCenter...... 191 Spring Lake ......... 1,372
Jonesvllle ........... l,445|Zeeland
..............484
Litchfield .....
l,029i presque ule.
McSherrill...........943 Rogen City ......... 825
Montgomery ........
baoinaw.
North Adame ....... 433! Bile* Mill ............174
PitUford ............ 134 Bridgeport..... ..... 239
Ransom ............. 16* Carrollton...........825
Reading .............871 Cheeaning ...........889
Bomereet Center. .... 180 Mllburn ............ 815
HOUOHrON.
New York Works. . 146
Oakley .............. 298
Hancock ..........
Bt Charles .......... 683
Houghton .........
THUbawaasee ....... 208
Red Jacket ........
Zilwankee ...........916
HURON.
HANILAO.
Bad Axe ..........
Case ville .......... 634 Croswell............ 447
299 Deckerville...» ...... 100
Grindstone City.
787!Forester.............
116
Port Auathi ......
268iForestvUle.......... 192
Port Creaoeut.....
534' Lexington ...........955
Sand Beach ......
653|>Iinden. .............191
Sebewalng ........
232 Motley ..............458
White Rock. ......
'Port Sanilac ........ 696
DinsviHe. ......... ..
bhiawamee.
Lesde ............... 1,11*1Bancroft ............ 887
Nova Scotia ......... 116 Byron ...............855
Okemoa ............. 190 Durand ............. 200
201 Lalngsburg ..........616
160 North Newbarg ..... 171
......

231,

.

Extract from diary of the Czar: “11
p. m. A quieter day than usual A
noise was heard in wainscot about 8 p.
m. ; turned out the guard — mouse. Czarina fearfullv nervous; no wonder, this
boycottingbusiness must stop — I shall
go out if it blows me. My eldest son
looked at me rather curiously this afterniaBAM.
4401
noon; seemed to be examining my points.
Can he have joined the Nihilists?Took
a pill to-night; had it analyzed;made
guard swallow three of them to make
sure. Hark, what was that? Nothing,
962 Perry
Shaftaburg.
of coarse, a falling clincker, what fool- WWiamston ......... 982
Shlawasaee.
IONIA.
ishness. Shall now take my nightcapo Beldlng ......... :... 662 Vernon .....
BY. CLAIR.
wiskeyvich,” — New York Commercial, Hubbardston....
.

.

.

.

.

to either greet the PresidentwitTi
enthusiasticcheers or muttered mod
threats of denunciationand death.
In the progress of the journey the
party had reachen one of the larger
cities of Southern Indiana, and Lincoln,
while standing on the platform of the
car, discovered an old white-hairedman,
whose form at one time had been of herculean proportions,but then bent and
feeble, vainly making an attempt to approach him. It mattered not to Lincoln that) his audience were spell-bonnd
with the weight of his argument, and
thrilled with the appeal made to their
patriotism and loyalty. For as if alone
before him stood the veteran of almost a
century (Father Blair), challenginghis
assistance and sympathy, so with a few
neatly turned and appropriatewords he
descended, passed rapidly through the
throng, and placing the old man’s arm
within his own, retraced his steps to his
former position.— /omo Stale Register,

-

The man with

a scolding.wife is over-

mim

People who may reside at so great a

CIT7 NEWS.

The

A pine new line
shades,

new

match, and

and
Danoremond’s.

selves of the most extensive and varied stock

m

new

of dress goods,

styles,

||

and trimmings to

general stock of dry goods, at

17-lw

A

conveniently come to the city, can avail them-

finest Soda Water, Candies
8.

u UCKEYC

tance from Grand Rapids that they cannot

Saiukday, June 4, 1881.
Cigars at (15-tf) E.

dis-

a

full lino of Mackinaw hats, and

HARVESTER & BINDER,

DRY GOODS

BERTSCH.

D.

a

splendid assortment of felt hats, now for

17-lw

D.

A large variety of

BERTSCII.

parasols

from

CARPETINGS

15

cents upward, at

17-lw

BERTSCH.

D.

simply by writing us. Samples of nearly

WOOL! WOOL!
17-*w

H.

VAN

DEIt

A

(This Machines binds with either Wire or Twine.)

and any

All orders strictly attended to,

Alt.

goods sent, not satisfactory, can be returned,

PUBLIC NOTICE

and the money paid

TS

hereby given, that the Commissionerof Highways of the township of Fillmore amt county
of Allegan, will on Friday, June 10tb,18Sl,at
10
o'clock in the forenoon,offer at nubile letting, to
the iowcat bidder, giving good ana euflklcntsecurity, for the performance thereof,a contract for a
big job of filling in with dirt, of a certain place,
known as the ‘•big gully," in road districtNo. 15,
on the township ime. between Fillmore and M anHus, near the p
ilus,
place of J. Van HetUen. The Ciommlstlonerreserves the right to reiectany and all
bids. Plans and conditionswill be made known
at time and place of letting.

all

kinds of goods can be sent by mail.

WOOL,

II

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

of every description to be found in Michigan,

$f«j jpttrtiscmrnts.

I will pay the highest cash price lor
Inquire at

FOR SALE BY

F. H- 'WILIVES,

AND

sale at

MOWER, TABLE-RAKE,

same

for the

will be

A

By order of Commissioner of Highways.

GERRIT GARVELINK.
Dated, this

Township Clerk of Fillmore.
30th day of May, 1881. 17-lw

refunded.

GRAND
W.

We

VTOTICE la hereby given, that

JOS LIN

II.

li. B.

y

BEST,

This Machine is stronger, runs easier, is easier managed,
than almost any other machine of its kinds.

the

less complicated

Vifora/tor.

co partnership

WILLIAM II. BEACH.
HORACE G. BEACH.

is

THRESHER

are now ready for the Spring Trade and have
on hand a large supply of

Champion Grain

and

NEW MODEL

& BEST,

Spring Harrows,

existingbetween William H. Beach and
Horace O. Beach, under the firm name and style of
Beach Bros.,is this day dissolved by mutual consent, Horace Q. Beach retiringto engage in other
business. William U. Beach, will continue the
business of the Arm at the old stand and wurohonaos, and nay all liabilitlea of the firm, and to
whom all claims due the firm will be paid.
Holland, May

in,'**.

RAPIDS, MICH.

HARDWARE! JOSLIH

Dissolution Notice.
Iv

& Company,

Spring

Drills,

Mowers, Reapers,
Plows, Cultivators,
And everything elec of that character.

nil

%

The Black Bone Dust Phosphate

1880.

81,

FERTILIZER

The undersignedwill continuethe business of
the late firm In all Its branches as heretofore.Returning tlmuks for past favors,would respectfully
solicit a contlunance of the same.
For Wheat, Corn, Data, Rye, Barley, or any
W. H. BEACH.
other crop, Tree, Plant, or Flower.
Holland, Mich., May 31,
l?-4w

1881.

FINEST

TFLF.

For Gardening it

Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.

surpasses

—

AND

-

A Good Lunch

Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war-

Hardware Store
-

Can always be found at the

“ALHAMBRA,”
Joseph W. Kibler, Prop’r,
Washington Street,,
AND HAVEN (15-lm) ill OHIOAN

OR

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRAD! MARK The Great En-TRADC Mj
glieh Remedy,
an unfailingcure
for nominal wc?k
nesn. S permn-

ranted.
We inviteall our old Colony friends,who happen
to visit Grand Rapids, and all our old and new
friends In and around the city of Grand Rapids, to
call at our new place of business, and examine
ours.ock. Weshpllbe happy to sec them at any
time.

Near the Cor.

GranI) Rapids, Dec.

$1,000

^5^^.

NEW REVISION,
NEW TESTAMENT.

FARMERS

1,

St.,

1880.

43-ly

FORFEIT!!
Canada.

cook. P. Q.

|

i

n

Cares Swift and Certain.

(Any paper can publish this for $0 per year, with
note and paper sent regularly.) 1-ly

lb s

BARBED PENCE WIRE,

A flue assortmentof

all

kinds of

which gives universal satisfaction.

'—A

Glass, Faints, Oils,
ETO., ETC., ETC.

full line

III.

O

Will not only save money but valuable time In the
fntnre by attendingthe Grand Rapids Business
College, where they will receive a thorough, quickening, practical education. Send for College
29-ly

Journal.
J.

DISCOVERY!

LOST NIANHOOD RESTORED.

A victim of youthful imprudencecausing Premature Decay, Nervous Debility,Loat Manhooo, etc.,
having tried in vain every known remedy, baa discovered a simple eelf cure, which he will send FREE
to hie fellow. sufferers, address J. H.
43 Chatham St., N. Y.
i-iy

Van Landegend

Copper. Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plumber
and steam fitter; does all kinds of sheet metal
work to order, or repairing.Also driven Wells
put down, and old pumps repaired.Stoves re
paired and put up, etc., etc. Inquire at the Hardware store of J. R. Kleyn, Holland, Mich. 35-tf
10,000 iirsHXLS Breams, 0f which I
make BuckeyePile Ointment, tV am- nted It
can riltk
tei. AiUreM
Addrei with itaoip, Dr. J. N. T*bUr, SL I.ouU,Mo,

REEVES,

WANTED

of-

SHAWLS,
A large assortment of

Come in and trade to your

SILKS

AND

R/IIBBO

nSTS.

vnmiiiiiiiitifiiiimii

Mich.

H-6w

82 EIGHTH STEEET 82

RECEIVED BOOTS

JUST

A very large stock of

We have

& Co,

M. Huizenga
GROCERIES,

CROCKERY,
GLASSWARE,

A

full line

the

MICA LAMP

excellent TEA for 25 cents per

Hats and Caps,
,

CHIMNEY G. VAN

CANNED GOODS. PICKLES

and

completeline of

Always on hand at
P. A A. 8TEKETEE.
IIoLi.Avn.May. 18th, 1881.

FLOUR

and

a

The

stock of

FEED,

uf PROVISIONS,

as hi

m

broupnt to Holland.

Sold by all Druggists.
D. R.MEKN'iS

CALICOES,

Cheap

*

ware SeiU at 40 cents aoil

TABLE LINEN.

-upwards.

ALL KIND'S OK COUNTRY PRODUCE
HOLD.

HANDKERCHTEFS
From the

DR.A.G.0UN, 1881.
201

DRESS UOODS^

any other place.

BOUGHT AND

NECKTIES ever

CASHMERES.
DELAINES, .
GINGHAMS,

have a full line of Teas, from 25 cents per
pound and upward.
aell G law

finest line of

finest

811k to the cheapest.

Embroidery. Laces, Yarns,

HOSIERY, ETC.
Also a Full Line of j

SOUTH CLARK

9T.,

M.

nUIZEXOA A CO.

Fresh Groceries
ALWAYS ON HAND.
G.

ilou.wii,

Mlfti ,

May

2,

for

PRICE

1881.

Iimui

Van Fatten & Sons.

Holland, Mur* h 15;h, 1881.

^

50 cents and $1.00.

cents.
AND SUMMER. 1881.

Mrs Freeman's New National Dyes. For brightnessand

SPRING

dnrabllity

CHICAGO, ILL.

A regular graduate of medicine,longer located in
Chicago than any other ei»«*cl.illet.Over 20 years
successful practice. Sypnilis, Gonorrhea, Gleet,
Stricture.Orchitis. Rupture,and all Urinary Dls
ea- e». (Kidneys or Blmkter,) Syphilitic or Mercurial Affectionsof the Throat, Skin or Bones, cured
Safely.Privately.Spermatorrhea. Sexual Debility,
resulting fiom' Self-Abuse.Sexual Excesses or
over bmln work, producing nervousness, seminal
(missions, debility, dimness of sight defective
memory, physical decay, confusionof ideas and
Impotencv.rendering marriage Improper, are permanently 'cured. Consultation at office or by mall

Frkk. Guido to Health, i stamps. Medicines
sent by mill or express. Cures guaranteed.Incurable cases not undertaken. Specialattention
to Diseases of Women. Reliable Female Pills. $5
a box.
GUIDE, 275 page*, a hundred
pen pictures. Who should marry ; Who not; Reasons why; Physical life of man and woman; How
to be happy in file marriedrelation. The married
and those contemplating marriage, -hotild read
a id preserve it for reference.Price,
ct», in
Postage h tamps or Current'' .
A.G.OI.IS.M.D.,
All South Clark Si., • bicajo.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk Fringes
JACKETS, CIRCULARS AND DOLMAFS,

FANS
Silk

MAUUQI

Don’t Forget the Place.

_

rfr Cures any kind of Lameness.
tw Cures any kind of Lameness.
color they are unequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price lb

Corn, Oats, Etc.
full line

CURES ASTHMA AND CATARRH.
CURES ASTHMA AND CATARRH.

Goto

which never bri-aks.
We always have on hand

NEURALGIA AN® 100TEACEE.
CURES NEURALGIA AN® TOO TEA GEE.

CUtRES

GROCERIES

At the store of

PUTTEN& SONS.

of

a

Etc., Etc., Etc.
sc-

SHOES

Eastern Salt at Bottom Prices.
J

NOTIONS,

And all kinds of Flower Pots. Hanging Baskets,

Call and

and

pound and upward.

DRY GOODS

Dealers in

We

YOUUG MEN

'i"'

Dress Goods.

also have on hand a full line of

advantage.

We

•rm

men, a book on Lo»t Manhood Regained,cause
and cure, 10c. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES, 204
Washington Street Chisago
41-iv

As made by the most eminent scholars of England
and America Half the price of Corresponding
English Edition.Large type, linen super-calendered paper, elegant binding. A separate“ Comprehensive Hiatoryof the Bible and i.s Trane'aTloi.a." Including a full account of the New RevisThanking onr rnstomers for their patronage in
on, given to subscribers.
the past and hoping for a continuance ol the same,
A ful' line of Hosiery, Skirts and a nice assortBeat chance for agents ever offered. Send stamp we remain yours,
ment of while shirta,etc.
for particularsat once.
\VM. C. MELTS.
ft» Bury Bill Pntlhhlag Co., Kanrlch,Ccnn.
-A full line ofHolland,
12-8*.

A

a

PILLS.

Knife.

The 0"'y permanent Cure in the world. For particu'jts enc'ose iwo 3 cent stamps to
S. C. SMITH, Coailcook.P.Q., Canada.

Also a good supply of|

We

!‘,,, 1,1

QTARTLINC
Ranger cureD
^0

complete.

is

BUY THEM.

“Don’t Yon Forget It.”

Urinary Organs, Kidneysund
Liver, restoringlost vigor,
and curing nervous debility,
$1 rpe box, or 6 for $5: sent sealed by mail. Ladi s’ Rubber FountainSyringe. $2. by mall, sealed;
A o all kinds Rubber Goods tor Ladies and Gentle-

great expense.)

withont the use of the

Is the most effective and sncccsilullcombination
for saving and cleaninggrain, ever produced;
threshes all the grain, saves all, cleans grain and
seeds, ready for market. No clogging, no choking,
easy to feed. Fast, durable, economicaland profitable. We claim and insist upon It that the new
Model, when properlyhandled, will do cleaner
work, save more grain, thresh, save and clean more
seed, and show a greater net profit for both farmer
ami thresher than any other machine made.

ST.

Immix Cancer Cure Depot, Coati-

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
For Sate In Hollandby Heber Walsh. - 32-ly

South Division

Consumes the least fnel, is the most easily
handled, is the quickest set for work, needs no
digging or leveling,can be fired up the quickest,
has the most perfect draft, has the best spark arrester,Is the strongest and best Engine made; is
the handsomest,is the safest.

T*,ey

You can find an extra large assortmentof the
best and finest farmers’Implements,which we
can afford io sell cheaper than those who devote
all their time to it, and drive around the country

T*W*.~TKAft»' Taking.

No. 106 Main Street,Buffalo,N. Y.

of

MONITOR ENGINE.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Holland, Michigan.

aa ^

tudo. Pain in die Back, DitnneM of Vision, Pre•nature Old Age. and many oilier Diseases that
lead io Insanity or Consnmplion and a Premat.iro Grave.
0f"FuII particularsIn onr pamphlet,which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
Mpeciflc Medicine is sold bv all drag- ist at |1 per
package, or six packages for *3. or will be sent
free by mail on receipt of the money, by ad-

MONROE

No. 132

Ourlineof Shelf Hardware

Diacasen that follow an a sequence,
of Self Abase;

BOH!

-

Wm.C.MELIS.

at a

torrhea, Impotency, and all

OF

Spectacles.

•

The Best Cigars,

-

Kinds of

All!
-'All this ut the~1-

CLAJSTTOHSr

Clocks,

anything ever before used.

Wines and Liquors

DEA-IjEILS I2T

A.JSTT)

M

&

A

PARASOLS

Satins in all desirable

IN

GREAT VARIETY-

Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery,

Germantown Yarn, Woogted, Canvas, Embroidery,

SILK AND HAIR OOODS.
L.

&

JSTG^ITH

S.

VAN BENHO BEIUJE,
EE A KID

STREET - *

"KJTT/-*

•

Eigutu

lattittjij.

street is

Real Estate Transfers
Are we

Fihuing

is

July

excellent.
are bejfinulDK to ripen.

Work at the

harbor is progressing

Wk

trip to

--

--

notice some floe

Breymau’s.They

at

hope

that our city

the Register’s hands.

and friends.

sion to publicly

We take this occathauk him for this great

by

Marshal will
re-

reliable parties

money subscribingis proceeding
been added to

on Thursday.
city fathers

••
AUCTION & SEVERAL JOB
New

Having just arrived home from my second trip thlp season to
I received some great bargains from

urw-V,V-W

:

York where

V

LOTS.

favor. It is a valuableaddition to our
paper which we hope our renders

\sill

We

ap-

during the next 80 days

offer

a reduction of fully 25 per cent

on

K. LontH and wife to Duncan Robinson ct al
Fart lot 1, blotk 3. Akeley add.. Grand tlaveni
Consideration$2,000.
Edward F. Ferry, executor, to John Bryce et al,
Ida Osborn.
Lot 85. Grand Haven. Consideration$1,000.
Orson K. Locke and w-Te to Harttev MorgrldBe.
Wm. Vkrbbkk, P. M.
8 E * of N W X, dec *i-7-14.$700.
Harvey F.. Felt to Andrew M. Cole, part N E */ of
We had a very nice shower of rain on N W X
(5 acres). $i)0.
Wednesday morning early, and another Enos Patisb and wife *o Eli F. Parish, N W X of
S W X.8ecl7-7--R$100.
on Thursday night. It was really refresh- Edward H. Macy to Wm. Df. Ferry, W X of 8 E X French and English and German Dress Goods and primary other goods too numerous
Sec 8, and K X of N W X. Sec 10-7- -18. $200. to
ing, althougha little loo late to bring to Healy C. Akeley and wife to Rob’t K. Peirce, lot 6
We guarantee to show customers DRY GOODS of every description cheaper thar
block 16. Akeiy's add., Grand Haven. $K ).
life the dead strawberry plants.
ever before known to the trade.
Joceph Snajf and wife to Peter van Slngel,
of N K X Sec S— 8-14. $1.25.
The General Commencement of Hope Faunir M. Eddy to Ellen AdniFe,E X of N W

office at Holland, Mich.,

pretty well, |4,000 having

Our

lay

June 2,

Wraps, Havelocks,

1881:

Dolmans, Walking Jackets,

&ec

are informed

list

Deeds

preciate:

paired.

the

the kindness of our Register of

List of letters remaining in the post- Wm.

and broken sidewalks. They must be

that the

By

last.

hand.

tives

are the first we have

show no favoritism in regard to the poor

We

Wisconsin on Monday

1, 1881.

a pleasure

Manito, III., are in the city visiting rela-

for sale

ever seen offered for sole in this city.

We

OurBig Bargains have Arrived.

County.

Rev. W. B. Oillmore and family, of

hammocks

Ottawa

It appears that marrying is still the
the
fashion, and two more weddings are near real estate transactions which pass through

operate on another harbor.

at

in

—Mr. Jacob Bn ar- we are enabled to
before our readers, every week, all

are sorry to learn that Capt. Hates,

Wk

4t)i of

?

Mrs. A. M. Hurgesssiarted on

8. inspector, will be called away to

(J.

going to celebrate the

For the week ending June

Stkawbkbhiks

splendidly.

awful dusty.

mention.

.

SEX

and every body

else

W.

WURZBURG.

Sec 8—8—15. $1000.
Reb -cca Roberta el al lo Rebecca Bailey, W 4 10th
up anything to publish on Friday. That June 22nd, and the graduating exercises
of tola 1 and 2, Sec 11, aud W 55 acres of N K 4
Sec 14—7—14. $3 223.
day
need for presswork and the mail. of the PreparatoryDepartmentwill take GroavenorReed to Dwight Cutler,
of Sec
28-7-15. $800.
John
W.
Reed
to
Groavenor
lined, put S E X of
Messkh. Stobbelur & Benjaminse h.T^ place 0D Mund*y eTeD'°t' June 2°l"
Sec 28-7-15. $100.
opened Ice Cream parlors at Zeeland. Mr. Jacob de Vries and Miss Lizzie kCharlet B. HarrU and wife to Healy C. Atelv. Io.h
Open every evening with 4 Electric LlgMa, making nnr More in the evening ai light ae day. Ex«
* 4,9. 10 and 11 of block 20, M
Add. Grand elusive Agency of the celebrated perfect fitting Dome-tic Paper Fanhlon*.
This will be good news for those who fre- Boomsluiter, were married on Thursday 1 Haven. $1,050.
At.y’person buying material amounting to $3 or upward,will receive a pattern free of charge.
quently drive out that way, either for/ evehlug last, June 2, 1881, at the residence ilcnry Bronwcrandwife to Jan Bakker,W 'j of
lot 8, block 14, M. A H. add., (Jr. Haven. $4(0.
pleasure or business.
of the bridegroom’s parents, by Rev. D. Henry Reynold* and wife 'o Oncar F. Conklin, lot
Watson add, Cooperaville. $375.
Co'umbia L. Gee and wife to Hendrikun Nlbbe
The sandy part of the road to Zeeland, Brock. Both partiesare from this city.
link, part 8 E W of N K
27-5-15. $4<i t.
between Van der Haar’s farm and ScbolMr. L. Mulder, proprietor of De Orond Jan Bos and wife to Jacob Bos. W IS1,! acies of
N E X of N W X Sec 25 and part E X of S W »,
ten’s bridge is being graveled. This is a
\ctt left for Chicago on Thursday evening,
See 24—6—13. $1,100.
ohn Vredevoogedand wife to. Jacob Bush, W JSX
very good improvement, and one which to purchase a cylinder press. Their ediacre* N E X of N rv' X eec 25 and part E X of
was needed a long time.
8 W X sec 24-6-18. $50.
tion has outgrown the utility of a hand‘ P.
" Vandlkc. N K V of
(Lewis Cbntsman to Jacob
n-c 20-9-13.$812.60.
purlic meeting was held at Zeeland press, and {i faster machine has become a
Jacob \ an Dijk and wife to Geert P. Van Dljk, E
on Tuesday evening last to take measures necessity.
X of W *4 of S W X aec 16-9-13. $6 O.
Elizabethand Rachel Griffin to Dwii’lil'CuRcr
to have their main street sprinkled, and
It seems pretty certain uow that we will
part lot 271. Grand Haven. $437.50.
the result was that it will he a success.
P. Ferry and wire to Francis Sanford, part
have a drive way from the city to the har- Edward
lot 102, (irand Haven. $800.
The only medicines need without turning the
Good for Zeeland! It is an excellent ex- bor along the south side of Black Lake. Jack-on E Latnam et al to John Dijk, N W X of
stomach wrong side out. I warrant the cure of
8 W X sec 18-7-14.$1,509.
ample.
When this road is completed,it will make Johannes Mulder io Nancy Mulder, lot 7 block 26,
City of Holland. $100.
Ex-mayor Cappon started for Syracuse, the finest drive In Western Michigan. Arthur A. Hustod to Fred L. Sonter, part 8 W
of N E >4 sec 28-5-lfi. $300.
N. Y..on Monday last, to get his son, Nature has done everything for it; all it

will please remember, that we cannot take

College will take place

on

F.

Wednesday,

we

CANAL

COR.

SEX

Ac

BRONSON

STS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

AH

X-

X

Cbi

STEKETEE’S

-

SEX

A

Neuralgia Drops,

X

who

has been there for medical treatment. needs

We

are informed that the son has im-

is

a

good rood.

The Supreme Court of New York has
proved considerably. They are expected cranted the order to change the name of
home

to day.

Our

the corporationof “Scribner

local weather prophet

Albee— says that taking

May

— Mr. N. “The

&

Co,”

to

June. The July

is-

sues of Scribner's Monthly and St. Nicho-

dry, spoil our crops, aud that the harvest

las will

poor.

We

hope you'll be

^~For

mistaken this time, Albee.

,the

have

the

new corporate imprinl.

a nice coincidencewe can mention

following:Mr. Gerrit Van Tubbergeo,

esiding at East Saugaluck, and Mr.

John

Shriver has been heard frequently of late.

ran Tubbergeo, residing in this

city,

Excursionistshave embraced the oppor-

mothers, were both presented with

The

familiar whistle of the tug

Fanny

GRAND HAVEN

ITEMS.

Senator Thos. W. Ferry was brought
home sick on a special train on Tueiday.

could run here

all

it

would be

if

^MTC^John G.

summer.

Lee, editor of the

Haven News-Journal,

A

f-.Mt

accident occurredat Overyael, oi\ Ottawa County who

John

Saturday last, at the residence of Mr.
Kollen (brother of Prof. Kollen). A

three-

is the

to attend the sessionof the

was

in

invited to go to

without fires break out

day

passes by

in differentpans

of the mill yard, occasioned by sparks and
fire thrown out of the burner.

Detroit,on Tuesday last, together with a

|larRe party from different parts of the

year old girl, in stepping back, fell into a |8tate, to go aboard of the large

new

iron

Tuesday night we had a light shower of
hardly enough to lay the dust, although all around us heavy rains have
rain,

which scalded,passenger steamer of the Goodrich Trans
her in such a terrific manner that the cbil
Ml/ portation Co. and come around the lakes beed reported. Tlie vegetationis suti'cito Grand Haven, via Milwaukee, where
died early on Sunday morning.
ing by drouth, and unless we scon get
she is expected to arrived to-day ( Satur- some steady rain there will be but a poor
The constant new inventionsand im- day).
show for vegetables.
provements in hardware as well as In
By reading the new advertisementsour
everything else, and the constant additions
Miss Mary Brink, so long and favorably
readers will see that the Beach Brothers
of stock and new ware at Mr. J.R. Kleyn’s
known
as bead clerk for Major B. D. Safhave dissolved their co-partnershipby
hardware store have induced him to adford, was mar-led on Wednesday foremutual consent. Mr. Horace G. Beach
vertise, and in a novel manner. Lookout
noon to Mr. A. Knopfei. of Chicago. Rev.
retires, and left on Wednesday last for the
for his advertisementin our next number!
H. Johnson officiated. The bride looked
north, where he thinks he can drive a
beautiful,
in a white dress trimmed with
Some fieud in human form had the more profitablebusiness. We are sorry to
satin, and the church was filled to its utaudacity to steal a pot of flowers, which see our friend Horace go, and we’ll miss
a pail of boiling hot water,

had been imbedded in the earth covering

him.

The business however, will be con-

most capacity. After tbe ceremony the

the grave of Kitty Doesburg, on the night tinued just the same as before by Mr. young couple left
between Monday and Tuesday. We William II. Beach, and on just as large a Knopfei resides.

would

have the satisfactionto pub- scale as their united enterprise has establish such a persons name in large black lished for them.
like to

type. If anyone happens to

know who

ALL DRTJaOISTS.

BTT

Genera) Synod

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

a

Grand

only editor

FOR SALE

for

Chicago,where Mr.

Bryce, Bloecker & Co. are putting up

St.,
Now
GROCERY
—
IN

THE

NEW

DRY GOODS STORE
STEKETEE

it

is

&

Our popular wagon manufacturer

/I

BOS,

FLIEMAN

J.

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce,Provisions,
Etc., Etc.

Offers his superiormade wagona Just as cheap
as anybody sells them In Zeeland, and clalma that
they are a

Better wagon in every

Also a very large and assorted stock of

Which wc Intend to keep
hie

embracingall the

latest

as complete as nossp
and best made fanrica-

Call

FARMER8’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

and Examine.

Also keeps on hand a

C STEKETEE A BOS.

the frame for a new machine shop, on the

I

AND
Open , and

large amount of lumber, estimated at be

WORKS.
J.

In

FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich.

14-tf

Being generalagent for Ottawa, Allegan, Muskegon and Kent counties, I can sell at whfl‘
aa well aa at retail the celebrated

mm

An
GOBLER’S PIANOS
cairns,

touching pathos, sparkling wit,
damaged or destroyed by Ibis fire. There depth of thought and powerful humau In
terest he has never been surpassed.
is some insurance on tbe mill, but none on
—ALSO—
chfd in years, he possesses the intellectof
tbe lumber.
a man— tbe towering, commanding genius
of a great mind.—
York Pporter.
Wilcti A fflitt, WmIot htUgi, Sai'i
The steam barge H. C. Akely, Capt. Jas.
Tbe character personationsand recitaktritu ui Sittj Orgm
Stretch, arrived on Monday morning from tions of G. Paul Smith are truly wonderful. Although but nineteen years of age
Escanaba,completing ber first trip, with
he already atands pre-eminentin his proMy Stores are to be found at
about 1200 tons of iron ore. Tbe owners fession, and wjll, in time, no doubt,
and captain express themselves perfectly astonish the world.— CAtaw Times.
HOLLAND, GRAND RAPIDS Jr COOPEHSVILIl
satisfied with ber qualities. With foriyCol. Dunbar should have the thanks of
five pounds of steam, loaded as she was, the entire community for bringing to this
My (tore in Hollandwill be foand next door to
city G. Paul Smith. Hia characterperBoaman’a Clothing atore, and ha* Jnat been redrawing 18 feet of water, she made eight
tween 150,000

to

200,000 feet, has also been

A

m

PIANOS & ORGANS

imm

Qhbe.

Buggies,

OATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

:

River, is iu a fair way of becoming a fact.
The township of Holland is taking the initiatory steps to construction.This outlet or inlet will materially help this city,
and has been looked for long and eagerly.
We are informed that the Township officers would like to see nur citizens help
them t hand in tbe constructionof the
bridge; The road and bridge will be outside of the corporationand therefor tbe
aid which we expect for this project will
have to be voluntarily, our city author
Uies having no power to act in the premises. But we trust that every one of our
merchantswill see that all tbe aid extended
to this project will benefit them more than
anybody else.

Top

also agent for

Medicated,Antisepticor Dis-

and gentlemen) see, and read carefully,
was found drowned with his head cut infectant baths. When you visit Grand pushed as fast us possible.
their elegant descriptive printing
open in two places. The little boy was Haven, go and see it! The professor can
Bailey’s mill, io the Fourth Ward, was
So pleased the audience that he was
seen playing on a lumber pile only a few be consulted either in person or by letter
discovered on fire at noon, about 12}£
obliged to respond to numerous encores.—
minutes before he was missed, but he was free of charge at his office in the Sanio’clock, on Thursday, and being over a
Toledo Blade.
not found until noon on Tuesday. No tarium, Grand Haven, Michigan, oppqsite
mile from the engine bouse, no alarm was
His “Juliet” was a gem of finished
marks of violence, however, were found Cutler House.
given until the fire was past control. This
acting. We can safely say that no enteron his body. The parents live in close
We are very happy to announce that the mill, formerly known as the Roberts’ mill, tainment given during tbe winter has
proximityto the fatal spot, and feel deeplong talked of road to North Holland, was managed by Wm. T. Bailey, who was given as much or as general satisfactionas
ly grieved about the sudden loss of their
which includes a new bridge across Black principally sawing for other parlies. A these by G. Paul Smith.— 5f. Paul Daily
idea about the cows. We
are informed by one of our attorneys that
the State law covers the whole question.
Under this law we are not obliged to build
a fence, and this same law holds the
owners of all animals (cattle, or anything
else) responsibletor the damages they
may inflict on mankind or their property.
Thereforelet it be clearly understoodthat
any man has the right to pull his fence
down and leave his garden at the mercy
of the cows walking abroad, and can
then go to law and recover damages from
toe owners of such cows. The Laws of
the State of Michigan say so, and we
predict that the “music” will now begin.

line of

Holland, Sept. 80th, 1880.

tric, Ozone,

One more

way

DRY GOODS

to

boy.

the chance

for Parmers.

^>^AND —

C.

Proprietor.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

89 Monroe

The Magnetic Springs of Grand Haven corner of First and Fulton streels. The
main buildingis to be one story high, 100
Again referring to the entertainmentto
ns, we will give him or her a year’s sub- are now in the hands of Professor W.
feet long and 34 feet wide, with 16 feet be given at Lyceum Hall, Tuesday evenPaine. He has made many valuable imscription to the News for nothing.
posts, and a wing on the north side of 22 ing, June 14, by “G. Paul Smith and the
provements at quite an expense. Being a
A five-year old son of Mr. Thos. Van professorin medicine he has aimed to by 50 feet. The foundry will be built in Selden Concert Company,” we clip the
Court, was drowned on Sunday night last, make it a Sanitarium, and has added the the rear of the machine shop and entirely following from among a hundred different
off the dock at Grand Haven, only a few Pluge, Russian, Turkish, Sulphur,Eclec- separate. All the buildingswill be ve- press notices. For descriptionof tbe
neered with brick and tbe work is being whole party, (which includes several ladies
feet west of the spot where James Brooks
perpetrated this deed, and will prove

Price 50c per bottle.

of the Refomied Church.

ous institution. Hardly a

she

Ib the only tture cure for the destruction of the
Pin Worm, and It also take* the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No physic Is necestary. Price, only 25
cents per bottle. For aale by all Dnrggiela. Beware of couuterfelta.

Rev. Chr. Van der Veen has gone east

The refuse burner at Boyden & Akely’s
tunity aud accepted Capt. Pfanstiehl’s munciug boy on Wednesday, May 25th,
liberaloffer for some pleasant rides down fit exactly the same time— 9 o’clock a. m. shingle mill appears to bo a very dangerBlack Lake. How nice

providing It is used according to direction.

He says the singing was beautiful.

Century Co.”— the order to take

27th as the effect on the 21st of

indicator for the next month, June will be

will be wet and

NEURALGIA,

Capt. F. Brouwer, wishes to express
his thanks to the party of young ladies
who serenaded him on Wednesday night.

Aw

a no plenlahed with choice Inatnimenta, which I offer
sanations are perfectly captivating, and
In going up to Fruitpou audiencecould po^ibly be more highly to aell, Jnat aa cheap as any Mask Bouse In
•omg-u
[OffiCtAL.l
entertained than was that at Union Hall America.
'OftuoDvd Jjaqi qitM raaqi Joas; Asm she got aground in the mouth of Spring
Oommon Council.
oqM eeoqt 9CTD|d oi jOAuapaa
wn Lake, at Fermburg, on a shoal point. It last evening. How any human being can
impersonateao
so many cnaraciers,
character*, centirely
Mm
Xeqx
-spooJ
jjdqi
Xu
pus
araoo
oi is nndcrstooa tbit her owners will have
Bollard, Mich., Jane 2, 1881.
be found at
' lue and
differingin voice, manners, pbyaiq'
The Oommon Council met puraosut to Adjourn- ‘*unoi pai pio qioq ‘spaauj Jtaqi |(« ajiA the shoal or bar Uken away and the chandress, is beyond comprehension. It makes
place at $55.
ment and wea called to order oj President pro-tm •uj Xqaiaq ioqi pm ‘-qojw ‘po«lMZ is
no difference what the character is be imButkio‘sjoijsj rasajf) aoj omosposq Xjai pauado nel dredged to a uniform depth of 15 feet,
Aldermeu,Ter Vree. Beach, Butkau, Beukema,
which will enable her to carry 1500 tons personates, all are equally well done, from
aisq 'asuiuraiuag ? wsiaqqoig -snsraiq
Winter, Laudas! and the clerk.
the blushing six een-yeir old girl in lace
& Seethe
of ore each trip, as there Is not less than
and satin, to tbe old man of ie?eot/. The
/fcAoted, That^ theCouoclladjdnrr^to Tueiday,
Smoked Whitefish and Soused Herring,
O. HANKINS.
16 feet of water on the bar at tbe mouth of entertainmentla limply A No. 1. — KolaHollaed,
Dec.
10.
44-8m
masoo
Morning
Qautte.
GEO. B. 8IPP, City CUrk.
17-2w
Grand River.
PESSINK’F.

miles per

hour.

Imo

New Organs can
my

Instruments

Come

1880.

-•*

........^ ............
........

jJM

s

flammable as powder. WeH, I watched of sand did fly abont as the cable rattled
the Row City fire grow larger and larger, over the boards of the derrick I But the
Hark! I hear th« littte fMt
made me a moonlighter? I’ll, show you. and tdl at once I became a fiend incar- nerve of Big Jack never faltered, and in
Of the tiny Maykm nreet
Pattering on the floor;
There, that made me a moonlighter and nate and set the leaves and oil-soaked the midst of the rush and roar he found
Back and forward, to and fro,
brush on fire around the big tinder pile time to order the tool-dresser to put out
—a — murderer!”
How they come, and now they go,
It was a picture, a small locket pic- that hid the body of the unfortuiate the fire under the boiler and close up
Beetleaeever morel
for the night. At last the unwieldy drill
ture. of a beautifulyoung woman with pauper I had killed. Instantly the
FI rat a pattering,then a peaoe,
dreamy brown eyes, sweet pouting lips whole place was a blazing mass and the stood dripping on the derrick floor, and
Faster now, and now they oeaea,
A SAFE AND SURE
and a wealth of dark brown hair. A fire spread so fast I had to ran for my silentlythe driller led the way up through
Waiting at the door;
most lovable young lady, surely, if the life. Did you ever see au oil fire ? Yes ? the w ooded valley to Ike lonely cabin.
How renew their littlepart,
REMEDY FOR
Practiceall their tiny art
picture might be taken as a basis of cal- And saw the fires in Row City, Tram As we neared the place I gently held the
Freshly o’er and o’er.
culation. The features were strongely Hollow and Foster Brook on that awful tool-dresser’sarm and allowed Big Jack
Rheumatism,
familiar
to me, for they resembled the day ? Is that so? Well, then, you know to go on and enter the cabin alone. All
Huidc apringa from every beat,
this
time
the
tool
dresser
was
profoundly
features
of
the
wife
of
a
prominent
oil
Coines so softly and so sweet,
how fast they run and what a roar thev
Thrillsua through and through;
Neuralgia,
operator whom I hod mot several times make. It was just awful that day. I ignorant of the whole affair, and as I
Like a poet’a soothing rhymes,
at private receptions and small parties.
never saw anything like it. It was re- broke the news to him as gently as posOr thn evening's mellow chimes
The mai continued without interrup- ported that the Tram Hollow fire was sible, the usually thoughtlessman soO’er the waters Blue.
Cramps,
tion
accidental and that the fire started from bered dowm aud said nothing for a long
How I hear them on the stair!
“Ah, you start,” lie said, with a fierce some sparks that had been smoldering in time. At length, with a suspicious
Cholera,
Tea, the littlefeel are there,
laugh. “You 'have seen the original? a stump pile. That’s all nonsense,for I huskinessin his voice, he spoke.
Coming sure and alow;
How they patter, now they stay.
Yes ? And you will see her again, too. started the fire myself and had to run
“Poor old boy! his troubles on this
Diarrhoea,
Feeling out their little way
Four
years "ago I was engaged to that for life to keep out of its way. Like a earth are over forever. And poor Jack,
To the room below.
woman, ami I was as happy as the day crazy old fool I ran down the valley with he loved Jim like a brother, although he
Dysentery.
How they safely reach the floor,
was long. I had bright prospects in the wind and the fire followed me like a knew that Jim was once a high-toned
Come they quickly throughthe door,
life then, and my father, who was in
cuss
from
New
York
or some big city.
monster ready to avenge itself. There
Opened for them wide ;
business in Philadelphia, where we lived,
Bring they in with roguish grace
were some houses down in the valley They say he had a mother, but he was
was
supposed
to
be
pretty
comfortably
A little merry, laughing face,
ashamed to see her as he was, and none
To darling mamma's side.
fixed in life. But some how or other, and they used to call the place Oil Cen- of us, not even Big Jack, knows where
tre, and when I reached the first house
after he died and his affairs were .straightThere they gladly rest awhile
AND
the fire had caught up to me and I she is. But I knuw she has been well
ened
out,
my
mother
and
I hadn't a
Tfeath the ahnshine of her smile.
provided for, because Jack told mo Jim
jumped
into
the
creek
and
ran
down
in
cent to give a beggar. T tried clerking
There we’ll let them be
had given her about twenty thousand
Bruises,
Bat the echoes soft and sweet
and book-keeping in Philadelphiafor a safety out of the reach of the fire.
dollars that he made up here. She
Of those little pattering feet
“
Pretty
soon
I
came
to
a
house
that
while, but it was no go, and to cap the
Through the earning years shall greet
wanted him to come home and live with
Burns
climax of my misery the young lady I belonged to a woman, and it was all she
Out loving memory
her, and they say that when he would
had
between
her
and
poverty,
and
I
AND
was engaged to broke off the engageget a letter from her he would go out
ment, with the polite excuse that she saw her trying to carry out some things,
into the woods by himself and stay till
Scalds,
thought too much of me to hamper me but before she could do anything the
fire swooped down and caugnt up that night, and then he would burn the letwith an engagement, and that I could
ter in the fire. Strange, wasn’t it?”
Tfee glory of • Sloowllghtor-Uft
I"
climb the ladder of fortune much better house like a whirlwind.That woman
Toothache
Softly we entered the little cabin and
Fields of Horthorn Pennsylvania.
turned to me, gave one unearthly, heartif I were not bound by ties of any kind.
AND
stood in the presenceof the dead. It
“I am dying; yes, dying.”
Very tender and considerate, wasn’t she. rending scream and fainted awav. I
seemed
so
strangely
that
death
should
Away up on the Bingiiam lands, in the She never cared for mo as much as she took care of her until she was able te
_
Headache.
great northern oil field of Pennslyvania, did for my money, but I just worshipped walk, and then put her in charge of come down ami lay his hands on the sick
man under the health-givingpines; it
a man lay dying. The flare of a huge her, and when she threw me over in that some of her friends. Oh, that awful
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUUWSTS.
jet came struggling through the cool way I wilted right down and left the scream. I have heard it many times didn’t seem like other haunts of death,
vide crack of the rude hemlock board city. I landed in the lower oil country, since, and I heard it to-night while you like funerals in churches aud grand
•hanty and fell on the form of a man and tried to do something. And then were here. It has haunted me day and houses, where sorrowing friends crowd
ipon whose features the hand of trouble when I saw my mistake it was too late to night; it has given me no rest. I some- around the silver-trimmedcasket and
and sorrow had left heavy trace*. He get good bargains on leases in the north- times think that the pauper I killed was take a last look at the tenement of clay.
was alone, save the writer of this, and as ern field, but I came here all the same some relativeof hers, and that her scream There it was pomp and wordly sorrow
the hours dragged slowly along he grew and tried to make my way. I had my comes to me in punishment for the deed. here it was i>oor, unfortunate James
ineaay, as if he feared and dreaded the mother to support in Philadelphiaall the You know the result of that Tram Hollow Barton, Torpedo Jim, lying in his bunk
tad which was inevitable.With an ef- time, and it was through her that I fire ? Scores of people thrown on the so cold and still and silent. Wo sat in
the little cabin a long while in silence,
learned of the marriage of the woman I world homeless and penniless; thousands
fort he roused himself.
loved to a wealthy man from the oil re- upon thousands of dollars lost; children each man busy with his own thoughts
<rWhat time is it?" he asked.
gions. I was sick for two weeks after crying for bread about the skirts of their and strangely affected by the presence Ii a preparation «f Protoxideof Iron, Perarixa
“Nine o’clock.”
Bark and the Phosphates,modeled with the
that, stranger, and when I came to my heart-broken mothers. I have since of death in the lonely forest. The night
Vegetable AromeUcs. Endoreed by the Medical
“Big Jack won’t be home till half-past
wore
apace
and
after
awhile
Big
Jack
Profession,and recommended by them for Dy»senses 1 wasn’t the same man. I didn’t done what I could in a feeble way to see
pepala, Cleneral Debility, Female Die*
12, and before that time I will be locatSanford, the driller, rose and went out
care to live, and if it hadn’t been for my that those homeless people did not suffer
eeeee, Wantof Yllalfty, NerToue Freeing ‘wild oat’ wells in another world.”
CoBTaleeeenee from Fever*
poor old mother I should have killed my- for the necessaries of life; but, oh, the of the room into the early morning, clos- tratlon,
and Chroale Chills and Fever. It serree
“Shall I go for him?”
ing
the
door
carefully,
as
if
afraid
he
erery purposewhere * Tonic U necessary.
self. I became rough and reckless and remorse that has gnawed at my heart
“No, oh, no! Don’t leave me. I
did the roughest work I could find. I since that fatal day! Why, oh, why did might disturb the corpse of his friend.
IimhcUred bj The Dr. Hirterledkiie Co, St Lout
couldn’t watch out the last tour and run
drove team a while, and then built rigs I ever touch the acursed whisky that Hours passed as one by one the stars
The following Is one of the very many testimothe last bit alone. I want to tell Big
nials we ere receivingdally:
and dressed tools. After a while I turned made me a fiend ? Why, oh, why did faded away and the sun came gleaming
Jack something, but you will do just as
OtntUmen: — Some three months ago I began the
drillerand tried to save money for my the woman I loved drive me to this ? through the tree-topsand the tool-dresser
use of Dr. Hartxk’b Iron Tonic, upon the adwell. Can you keep a secret?"
and
I dropped off to sleep, and w hen we
vi«e of many friendswho knew its virtues. I wm
mother, butl didn’t make it fast enough. Oh, curse—”
suffering from genenl debility to euch an extent
“Yes.”
were awakened by the sound of footsteps
The longer I lived in the northern field
He
stopped as if stricken dumb, his
thst my labor wu exceedingly burdensometo me.
“Well, it’s a strange story I’ve got to
A vacation of s month did not give me much rethe more wrecklessI became, and it was eyes glaring wildly from their sockets, we saw Big Jack coming toward the
but on the contrary, wae followed by Intell, and I want somebody to know it
cabin with a rough hemlock box shaped lief,
not long before I was a moonlighter. I his face a picture of horror and fear.
creased prostration and sinking chills. At tills
before—”
time I began the use of your Iron Tonic, from
like a coffin.
made torpedoes for shooting wells
“ My God!” he shrieked; “that scream
which I realizedalmost immediateand wonderful
“ It isn’t so nice as I could wish,” said
He paused a long time for breath. against the lav/, and lived out in the again! Did you hear it ? No, how could
The cabin or “shanty” in which he lay woods in a little log hut, and hated the you, for it comes only to me. I feel Big Jack as he deposited his burden on bure used three bottle*of the Tonic. 81nc£ using
It I have done twice the labor that 1 ever did In the
was situated in a sheftered spot among a sight of man. I soon became the boldest that I’m going very fast now. Come the board table, “but it is the best we
ume time during my Hines*, and with double tb*
cluster of giant pines, and was the only and most successfulmoonlighter in the closer. Here, take the picture and keep can do.”
ewe. With Uie tranquilnerve and vlgorof body,
With the loving tenderness of a has come also a clearnessof thought never before
habitation for miles around. Five men country, and every cent of money I it, and— some— day show it— to the woenjoyed. If the Tonic bti not done the work, 1
father, Big Jack gathered the inanimate
occupied the cabin— two drivers, two could get above expenses I sent to man it represents—and tell her— and
know not what. I give It the credit.
Most gratefullyyours.
tool-dressers, and a male cook. Two of Philadelphia. I got on the inside of a tell her— I— I loved her— to — the— the— form of Torpedo Jim in his strong arms
J. P. WATSON,
and laid him gently in the narrow coffin.
Troy, O Jsn.
1S78. Pwtor ChristianChurch.
the men were, at 9 o'clock at night, busy lot of informationsome lucky speculators last!”
And then he and the tool-dresser lifted
Mi the test well a half mile away, two had, and took a flyer on the market with
For Sale by Druggistsand GeneralDealers Everywhere
The gaslight came struggling through
the
remains and carried them through
•others were on a visit to Bradford for splendid result. I madu money hand the cracks in the rough cabin and fell
provisionsupplies, and the fifth oue lay over fist, but fortune came too late to do upon an upturned face, from which had the doorway and down the path leading
a rude bunk above the gas stove, me any good, and though I was still a faded sorrow and care and hate and fear past the well. It was the most sorrowful
tossing from side to side and waiting for young man, I looked forward to nothing and all things earthly, and which ns the funeral procession I have ever seen; it
the “silent summons.” It was Torpedo this world could give. A year ago this angel of death released the suffering wasn’t much of a procession,to be sure.
Jim, the moonlighter.
winter I took to drinking ‘tangle-foot’ spirit reflected from its cold form the Jock and his fellow-workerled the way
with the body and I followed. Yet there
Jim hod been sick for three days, so whisky, and after two or three sprees I look of peace and love of the dead but was sorrow there; sorrow for the dead,
•the head driller, Big Jack Sanford, said, got to going at a terrible rate, and one unforgottenpast. Slowly, reverently, I
and aching hearts and broken sighs
and as I stood by the side of his bunk day in the early spring of 1880, some closed the door of the rude building and joined with the moaning pines in chantWithout
and watched the pain-contortedface I time in April, i think, I got into a row left the dead alone with the changing ing a requium for one to whom fate had
wished I might lift the veil hanging over with a man at the head of Tram Hollow, shadows under the moaning pines. Down been a bitter enemy. Down past the
this man’s life and so learn the romance and we had a red-hot fight. Wo were the little valley to the test well I walked wall to a lightning-blasted
giant pine
Absorption
and tragedy lying deeply hidden beneath both drunk, and when I found I was as in a dream, and as I opened the door and at its foot was a newly-made grave,
TRASS HAUL
getting
the
best
of
him
a
wild
thrill
ran
the blue shirt and heavy coat As I
of the derrick and stood before the giant the last loving lal>or that noble-hearted
stood watching and waiting he started through me, the devil took full posses- form of Big Jack Sanford. That large- Jack could do for his dead friend, aud
The Only True Malarial Antidote.
sion of my actions, and before I could hearted man gazed at me in surprised
op in a fright.
then, as we lowered the blue-eyed man
Dr. Holman'sPad Is no guess-workremedy“My God, did you hear that?” he al- think twice 1 had stabbed him to the silence.
into his last resting place, the sun burst
no feeble UkUtivs experiment— no purloined
heart, and my hands were stained with
most shrieked.
“ The man up at the shanty” I— bethrough a cloud and fell full upon us and hodge podge -f some other Inventor'sides ; it is
“No; I heard notliiug. What was it?” ihe blood of a fellow creature!”
gan, and a lump seemed to come into my cast a halo of golden glory about the
the original and onl? genuine cur“A woman’s scream. I have heard it
The dying man shook with agony as throat all at once.
scene, and when all was done the driller ative Pad, the only remedy thst hss an honbefore more than once. Go outside and the thoughts of that terrible deed came
raised his arms, and avid slowly and estly-acquiredright to use the title-word “Pad'*
“Yes ?” said Jack interrogatively.
listen. ”
upon him, and his pain-distortedface
in connection with a treatment for chronic disease*
“ He is— is— dead!” and I sat down on solemnly:
“Peace to his dust and ashes through of the Stomach, Liver and Spleen.
Curiously wondering what the man was lifted in prayer for mercy and for- the anvil in sheer despair.
“What! Jim Barton? Torpedo Jim?” time and eternity. Amen."
could mean I opened the door and giveness. It was a solemn hour for a
By a recently perfected improvementDr. HolI could only nod assent.
Poor Jim? Yes, poor Jim; for away man hss greatly increased the scope of the Pad’s
stepped out into the night. All was stranger to that rocky country— the
“Dead! Torpedo Jim dead! Poor out in the Bingham forests sleeps the usefulness, and appreciably augmented its active
still and dark save a low whispering death-bed confession under the moaning
great sob shook the burly blue-eyed man, who will always l>e in curative power.
Among the pines and the flare of the pines and the long shadows of the giant Jim!”
burning gas. Away off down the valley trees casting their sombre forms about in form of the driller as he groped blindly the great army of those who die unThis great Improvement gives Holman’s Pad
known to home and friends,aud who (with its Adjuvants)such complete and unfailing
•t the test well I could hear the puff, the flickering light of the gas jet. A for the throttle wheel.
WTith a creaking and jarring the pon- will to the end of time be among the control over the most persistent and unyielding
puff of the laboring engine as it swung silence fell upon us suddenly; the moanforms of Chronic Disease of the
the ponderous drilling tools up and down, ing of the pines sank to the faintest of derous machinery came to a standstill, missing. And in her comfortablePhilaand the ring of the heavy hammer as the whispers; while from afar down the val- and honest-heartedJack Sanford leaned delphia home the patient, loving mother Stomach and Mver, as well as Malatool dresser pounded the bit into proper ley came the whirr and roar of the bull against the back brate of the sand-reel waits and watches for her boy, the boy rial Blood-Poisoning,as to amply
shape. No other sound broke the still- wheel as the cable of the heavy drill at and wiped the moisture from his eyes who will gladden the old, tried heart, aud justify the eminent Professor Loomis' high encomium: “Iris nearer a UNIVERSAL Panacea
ness of the night, and the little cabin the well ran with lightning speed over with a kind of a groan. The tool dresser brighten the old home never again on THAN ANYTHING IN MEDICINE 1”
under the pine was as silent as the grave. the crown pulley down into the earth came rattling into the derrick with a this earth, and by-and-by she will put
The success of Holman’s Pads has inspiredimInto the room again and bv the invalid’s two thousand feet
Gem Theater song on his lips, but as he away the well-worn Bible and goldKalors who offer Pads similar in form and
bunk was but a step, and as his eyes
“Hark!” said the man whom death saw his fellow worker the song died bowed spectacles and lie down to sleep odor to the g ennlne
PAD.
met mine the mute question was quickly was about to claim. “ Big Jack is run- away and he stood in amazement before the sleep that rights all wrongs, heals
Beware of these Bogus and imianswered;
ning the tools and letting them slide so his friend, nervously wiping his grimy all wounds, and gives the beloved eternal tation Pads, gotten up to sell on
peace and rest.
thal I can hear. It is thelast time I will hands with a bit of waste.
the reputation of the
4T could hear nothing except the well; ever hear that sound. I have heard it
And in a little valley in the great north“What— what’s the matter, Jack?
PAD.
-sll is still,” was my reply.
often and handled the bull wheel brake Lost a bit down the hole or has she ern oil field there stands a giant blasted
Each
Genuine
Holman Pad bears
“It must be that I am dying; yes,
many times. I never will again; no, stuck fast in the rock?” inquired the pine, with these words:
the Private Revenue Stamp of me
dying,” the man murmured once more,
“Sacred to the memory of Torpedo HOLMAN PAD COMPANY with the aUw
tool-dresser.
never again on this earth. ”
“and I cannot go with a secret on my
Jim, who died unknown, 1881.”— PAi/a- Trade Mark printed to green,
No reply.
He was silent again and so still was
'mind.”
the night that I could hear the thud of
“Ain’t broke the temper screw, nor delphia Times.
After having been propped up with a
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
the walking beam and the rattle of the nothin’, hev ye?”
pillow of old coats and boots he began:
•A true story.
Or sent by mail, pest- paid on receiptof $s.eo.
cable against the derrick. The silence
With an effort the driller roused him“I s’jKise yon have heard of Torpedo
became absolutely painful, until at last self and started the heavy tools once
Jim, the moonlighter?Yes? Well, that’s
Married Infelicity.
s
the melancholyface of the dying man more. Then nodding toward the bull
[P. 0. Boa Mil] 744 Broadway, N. X.
me, and I got the name because I’m the
It ig a great pity that people who are
wheel and then at the tug wheel ropeonly living man that took active part in was raised again.
“Stranger, come nearer; Fm going belt, he soon had the teol-dresser bnsuy infelicitouslymarried cannot worry along
two glyoodne explosions and lived. I’ve
aa best they may without making their
fast and I must tell you the rest. After engaged in preparing to raise the tools
‘handled hundreds of tons of the infernal
I
had
killed
that man I hid the body in from the hole two thousand feet under woes public. Most people who seek relief
stuff, both in the employ of Roberts, the
in the divorce courts fail to find ik Instead
the ground.
torpedo monopolist,aiid working for a clump of brush and searched him to
Have you ever stood in an oil derrick of gaining the peaoe and comfort which
learn who he was. I never found out
myself, skulking around the woods at
and watched a heavy set of drilling they think is sure to follow on their legal
Olxlllm and yovrwxr
night and shooting wells against the for he had on his oily clothes and there
was
nothing
in his pockets only this, a tools being raised from the bottom of a efforts for freedom, they succeed in
AND ALL DI8BASIS
law. I’ve been a pipe line man, a tool
hole two thousand feet deep? How the making themselvesadditionally unhappy Censed kj Materiel Poisoning of the Bleed.
dresser and a driller and a heap of other little piece of paper, and on it was writA WARRANTED CURE.
filings besides, but the worst business I ten: ‘What is life? Tis but a vapor; cable springs and stretches; how the and intensely ridiculous. “Grin and
Price,
£ 1 .OO. For sale by all Druggists.
timbers
creak
and
groan,
as
if
every
bear
it,”
is,
perhaps,
a
hard
rule
to
folsoon
it
vanishes
away,’
True,
isn’t
it?
ever got into was this same moonlighting. A man will stay out of it so long At least I liave found it so. Well, after revolutionof the monstrous bull wheel low. But it is better to endure than to
mm he fears God and regards man, and I I hid that man in the bush heap I wan- was attended with pain, and how the en- court the absnrd situationsand the
dered around the country and couldn’t eat gine labors and fiercely coughs forth its ridiculouscriticisms which must follow
tell you he gets pretty well hardened
on publishingmatrimonial misery to a
before he can sneak around nights with or sleep. It was glorious weather at discontent at such hard work.
As
Big
Jack
Sanford
turned
on
the
scandal-loving public. — Philadelphia
that
time;
everything
was
as
dry
as
enough dynamite to blow him into four
differenttownships in the wink of an a bene, and the next day as I stood be- steam that night and started the drill Time*.
wPad combined: sis* of Pad, 7x10 Inchee-four
Mti™— larger than others. Do not purchaseany
eye. When/ 'yan gets ao that he dou’t fore that brush pile, by some power of from ita rooky bed. every piece of timSeventy years ago the first Christian W •old
.tyh fat Belts when you can get the litesi•care whether he lives or dies the next attraction that made me go there, I saw ber and every bit of iron seemed to cry baptism of a Hindoo took place. There
H improved fur $1 Electric Light.” a iM-column
out
against
the
proceeding.
Never
had
minute he goes into moonlighting and a great column of black smoke rise up
are now in India, Burmah and Ceylon
M'*1"' "n‘ 'd* riTMAomw's. co..
04, 86 and 88 Fifth Arena*. Chicago.
•makes a heap of money. Oh, yes, there’s near Row City. I knew it was an oil the thickly-braidedcable shot out from 600,000 native Christians.
dots of money in it, but it is dearly earned fire and I knew it would sweep a large the hole with such lightningspeed, and
Ah illiterate fisherman may know the
cash. But I wasn’t always a moon- area of country and leave nothing but never before had the tool-dresser forfighter. Oh, no; I used to be as promis- ashes and the casing in the oil wells. gotten to pour water down the hole as use df the perch and pole, but he must
ing a boy as ever walked, and that was The ground was sprinkled with oil all the swaying tools came rushing to the attend school to understandthe true
MANHATTANBOOK CO, I* X. Hth BL. H.T. P.O. Box 4MB
-only a short time ago. I am only twen- over the field and the leaves were as im- surface. How the dirty water and bite adaptationof the rod.

LITTLE FEET.

now, but 1 have felt to bo
nearly fifty for the past two years. What
ty-six years old
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APPALLING CATASTROPHE.

drea cigars ia worth 1 franc 50 centimes
to 2 franca 50 centimea,according to the

Bears Helping Each Other.
A gentleman was once making inquirA terrible calamity, involving the loea of length of the stump. The ends of
ies,
Russia, about the method of
nearly 200 lives,occurred to the steamerVic- cigars at 5 and 10 centimes each only
catchingbears in that country. Ho was
toria at London, Ontario. “The ill-fatedves- bring from 75 centimes to 1 franc 50 told that, to intrap them, a pit was du^
sel, '' says a dispatch from London, “ with over
centimea the kilogram. There are four several feet deep, and, after covering it
600 excunjonisteon board, was returning from or five wholesaledealers in cigar-stumps over with turf, leaves, etc., some food
Spring Bank, and, when near the Cove rail- who have their headquarters in the was placed on the top. The bear, if
way bridge, one mile below the city, the boat wine-saloonsof the vicinity, and there tempted by the bait, easily fell into the
suddenly collapsedlike an egg shell and be- deal with their foruishers, who are snare.
“But,” he added, “if four or five
came a total wreck, level with the water’s mostly poor old men and women and
e^ge. All the passengers were instantly ragged gamins. Much of the tobacco happen to get in together, they all man-

Ml

The steamer Princess Louise was

early

brought to the spot and the victims placed
on the upper decks. Firea were lit on the bank
overlooking tho river, and petroleum torches
wore brought and the search continued. Bp to
the present hour about 150 corpses have been
secured. Among the dead arc James Robertson, Manager of tho Bank of BritishNorth
America; J. C. Meredith,Clerk of the Division
Court ; Win. McBride, Assessor and Secretary
of tho Western Fair Association;Mrs. Wm.

thus scraped together is sold to workmen, and much is also said to lie exported under the title Tabac de Paris. There
was an old fellow in the Maubert quarter formerly, who became so rich at this
humble business of selling cigar-stumps
that he had an annual income of 15,000
francs.—

Including all blanks needed to
make setUemsnU with custom see.
Money refunded If not entirely aaftIsfactory.Address

THE AULTMAN A TAYLOR COl.
Mansfield,Riohlaed Co.. O.
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man.
“They form a sort of ladder by step*
ping on each other’s shoulders, and thus
make their escape. ”
“ But how does the bottom one get

Bay leren ban DOBBINS’
ELECTBIC SOAP of your Gro»
•er.
3d. Aik him to gWe you a bill'
lit.

PaWsiau.

out ?”
“ Ah ! these bears, though not posNew England Wages.
sessing a mind and soul such as God has
Mr. Carroll D. Wright, of the Massa- given us, yet can feel gratitude ; and
chusetts Bureau of Labor and Statistics, they won’t* forget the one who has been
who is said to be a careful statistician, the chief means of procuring their liber-

.

in his recent report gives some interest- ty. Scampering oft', they fetch the
ing facts about labor prices and com- branch of a tree, which they let down to
pensation in Ne^’ England. According their poor brother, enabling him speedito this report, in the mills of Maine men ly to join them in the freedom in which
ore paid $7.50 a week, and women get they rejoice.”
Sensible bears, we should say, and a
only $5.50, while the little children receive from $2.25 to $5.40, in the woolen great deal better than some people that
mills,

—

.

we hear about, who never help anybody
but themselves. — The Can'icr Dove.

biffins

The bush of Australia is so overfed by
the multplying of wild horses that they
be shot down in common with
and kangaroos. In one district
an Arab stallion got away thirty years
ago, and was never recaptured He was
a chestnut, and took a couple of colts
have

It.

3d. Mall us bli bill

The Traveler who wisely Provides

and your

addreu.

full

against the eonilngencjof U In ess by taking with him
Hoatetter’a Stomach BRters, has occasionto congratulate himselfon his foresight when he see# others,who
have neglectedto do so, suffering from some one of Urn
maladies for which it ia a remedy and preventive.
Among thee* are fever and ague, biliousness, constipation and rheumatism, diseasesoften attendant upon »
change of climate or unwonted diet
tW For tale by all Druggistsand Dealers generally.
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LLCRAMN&CO,
hop bitters:

it

PHILADELPHIA, PA*

contains

HOPS, BUCIIU, MANDRAKE,
DANDELION,
And th* Pttrwt and Bust MedicalQuauties or all onus Bitteka.

THEY CURE

to

with him, and

116 South Fourth St.,

(A medicine, not a Drink.)

rabbits

All Diseasesof the Stomach, Bowels, Blood,
Liver. KldDevs.and Urinary Organa, Ner»

vousness,SlccPlessncKssndespeaially
Female Complaints.

81000

has been remarked that

An Open

COLD.

IN

a large portion of the wild horses of the
district aro of his color. Horses believed to be very old are occasionally
seen far off in distant ranges. One man

Will be paid for * case they will not care or'
help, or for anything Impure or Injurious
found in them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters and try
them before you sleep. Take no ether.

has shot 3,000 horses in two years.

D
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Secret.

absoluteand Irresistiblecure for
Drunkeuuess, usu of opium, tobacco and
narcotics.
I.C.
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Send
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ata, Oml.

THE POPE M’FO
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hy fur
the best external known for
man or beast. The reason

mile* aa easilyaa he could walk ona.
Bend 8-oent stamp for Kpage catalogue.
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MEXICAN

TANG LINIMENT

fflCC a week in your own town. Tenns and |l outfit
vDO free. Address H. HalLKTT A Go., Portland, Me.
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fact is well

that the

b Circular.

All abovs told by Smnlito.
Btttm Mf(. Co., lUkMUr, N. Y, A1

New

GO..

Mam

8t., Boston,

is

why becomes an “open
secretM when we explain thsl
“Mustang” penetrates skin,
flesh and mnsete to the fery
bone, removing all disease
and soreness. No other liniment does this, hence none
other is so large!/ used or
rids of igood*
does such worlds

to

wear
ira
r Domestic CLOTH KM

irlnkler. a new novaT uaegu. rapid •eelllng article. Frio.
30c. A rare opportunityis here
offered Af onto to make monaybend for our /((u*(ralMfCireulmn
and our unusually liber*1 terms.
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kinds began to spread like wildfire,but it was
not for some minutes that the full signfficauce
of tho news was realized. Then the general
stampede for the river banks, in which the entire city seemed to join. Every road leading
to the fated spot had its line of people of both
sexes, hurryieg thither
& state of frenzied
anxiety, some sobbing hysterically and quesleir flight as to the fate
tioning every one in the
of friends and relatives,whom they knew to
have gone down the river. As each one arrived on the river bank overlookingthe wreck
and saw the ghastly upturned faces of the dead
who bad been taken out aud laid upon the sod,
or looked out upon the shattered hulk which
lay in fragments on the water, they gave vent

m

to piteous exclamations of grief: “My God!
such a sight I have never looked upon!" said
one. “This is a dark day, indeed, for London!”
exclaimedanother. “My wife and child! Where
are they?" “Oh, God, restore my little ones!’’
were prayers heard on all sides. On the wreck
bravemen, streaming with perspiration, and
strong in their noble
lObie purpose, were working
like heroes in recovering the bodies which lay
underneath the shatteredboards and timbers,
and, as one after another were brought to the
surface and carried tenderly to the green
sward to add to tho ghastly row, the
crowds pressed forward eagerly to scan
the features. Their faces lit with a

strange anxiety. Here

was some

be-

reaved father or brother, clasping the limp
form of a beloved daughter or sister, giving
vent to their emotions in wails of anguish ;
there some mother or sister lamenting over
the corpse of a son or brother,like Rachel
weeping because they were not. Here and
there knots of men worked vigorously to

restore to life some beloved relative,
practicing all the arte known to them,
nibbing the bands and applying clothes

heated at a neighboring fire, but
to no purpose. Vitalitywould not

all

re-

turn, and the sorrowing friends gave up in despair. Meantime the work of rescuing went on,
and the list swelled and swelled until it seemed
as if the end would never oome. As dusk
deepened into the night the scene became more
weird and terrible. Fires were lit upon the
bank, shedding a lurid and fitful glare over
the water, and showing the dreadful outlines

in their most sinisteraspect The work
of recovering the bodies was entered into with a
heroic spirit by those who arrived early on
the scene. Merchants, lawyers, workmen and
all classes plunged into the water, and, borne
up by rafts, began to hand the lifeless forma
of the drowned ones out to those on the shore.
Resuscitation was tried with all who were res-

cued within one-half hoar, bat only in one or
two instances were the efforts successful.
Daring the silent watches of the night, and by
the lurid glare of wood-firesand petroleum
torches, the work of rescuing the bodies of the
drowned was carried oa
•

A Paris Industry.
Among

the enrioeities of Paris is the
market for cigar -etumps in the Place

Every morning from 8

o'clock this scene of business is full of
life, A kilogram of

of

(ilven I/p by Docforv.
“Is it possible that Mr. Godfrey is up and at
work, and cured by so simple a remedy V"
“I awuure you it is true that he is entirely
cured, ami wiin
with nothing
nothing but
nut nop
Hop Litters
Bitters ; ana
and
only ten days ago his doctors gave him up aud
said he must die !”
“Well-a-day!That is remarkable!I will
go this day and get some for ray poor George—
I know hops are good.”—
Post.

Ixdtoestion,dyspepsia, nervous prostration
and ait forms of general debility relievedby
op" their boose, and went oil (or a day of inno- ; "lo“8
tend taking Mexhmas’s gf
Peptonized Beef Tonic, the
to brutalize, aud he shows that one
cent enjoyment.Several tram loads took their
only preparationof beef containingit« entire
manufacturingtown in Massachusetts nutritiousproperties.It contains blood-makdeparturefor the lake shore at Port Stanley,
supports 400 bar-rooms. . Such is the ing, force-generating and life-sustainingpropothers to Windsor and Sarnia, and about 2,000
exhibit of a gentlemanwho has no rea- erties;is invaluable m all enfeebledconditions,
went to Springbank, being carried thither by
whether tho result of exhaustion, nervous prostho three excursion steamers owned by the son to misrepresent things, and it preThames Navigation Company. The day was sents facta which are not creditableto tration.overwork or acute disease, particularly
if resulting from pulmonary camulaiuts. Caspleasantly enjoyed in the customaryrecreations
the boasted civilization,wealth and gen- well, Hazard A Co., proprietors. New York.
of a rural picnic, and, toward 6 o'clock, the
erosity of the New England manufachomeward rush began. The rotten Victoria
turers.—
York Commercial AdThe Preventiveand AntidotalFowib of
was tho first boat up, and the rush to get on
Db. Holman b Aoui and Liver Pad.— As a preboard aud reach the city before supper-time vertiser.
ventive of any disease that attacks tho vitals,
was tremendous.Several people protested
The Greatest Blessing.
tho pad is worth many times ita weight in gold.
against the Captain of the craft allowing so
A simple, pure, hxrmtcss remedy, that cures It is impossible to compute tho value of a dismany people to board her, but be was deaf to
every time aud prevents disease by keeping the covery which, without dosing, may bo absoall entreaty, and allowed all who could find a
place whereon
hang
come blood pure, stomach regular, kidneys and liver lutely relied upon to prevent the most danalong. Groaning under the weight active, is the greatestblessingever conferred gerous maladies. Nothing is troer than the old
upon man. Hop Bitters is that remedy, and saying that, “ Prevention is better than cure.”
of some 600 people, who kept moving in
masses from one side to another, the boat had its proprietors are being blessed by thousands
Uncle Sam s Condition Powders aro recwho have been saved and cured by it Will
a hard time of it, Tho main deck was packed
ommended by stock-owners who have used
you
try
it ? Bee another column. —Eagle.
o tightly that it was with difficulty that one
them as the best Horse and Cattle Medicine to
could elbow his way | yet at times the mass of
be had. If tho animal is Scraggy,Spiritless, or
Cutting
up
a
Horse.
humanity would, as it were, congeal together,
has no appetite, these Powders aro an excelso as to leave a small vacant space, sometimes
In France, when a horse has reached lent remeuy, and every owner of stock will do
on one and sometimes on the other side the
ol twenty or thirty, it is destined well to try them. They aro prepared by the
Emmert ProprietaryCo., Chicago,III, a very
was crowded, but^°here theJo wm none I *°r.ft chemical factory; it is first relieved reliablefirm, and sold by all good druggist b.
jig baeft ana forth, which of ita hair, which serves to stuff cushions
We can assure any person having a bald head
marked the crowd below. A few adventurous and saddles; then it is slaughtered and
spirits sought the seclusion of the boiler-deck
skinned; the hoofs serve to make combs. or troubled with dandruff that Carbolino, a
deodorized extract of petroleum,will do all
and the eugiuo-room,where they smoked their
Next the carcass is placed in a cylinder that is claimed for it It will not stain the
cigars and watched the movementof the maand cooked by steam at a pressure of most delicate fabric aud is delightfully perchinery. All went well, or, at least, presumably, until a bend in tne river was reached, three atmospheres; a cock is opened, fumed.
about 200 yards below the Cove railroad bridge,
which allow s the grease to run off; then
Only tho genuine axle grease has tho name
and there the day of pleasure turned into a dies
the remains are cut up, the leg bones of Frazer on every package, and wears longer
ine. About 7 o’clock some persons arrived in
are sold to make knife handles,etc., and than any other.
the city with a wet and generally used-up
Bur the diamond boots and shoes and getyoor
apDoaraueeand sjjread the intelligenceof what the coarser,the ribs, the head, etc.,
had befallen the Victoria. Rumors of all are converted into animal black and money’s worth. Made by RosenthalBr’s., Chicago

Maubert

Cento.

2ft

age to get out again.”
“ How is that ?” asked the gentle-

which pay the largest wages. One
paper mill in Maine pays men $10.50 a
week and women $5.50, working seventwo hours a week. In Now Hampshire
the wages are much lower than those
paid in Maine, and the operatives are required to work sixty-six Lours in the
week. In Rhode Island the wages are
a little higher, with sixty-six hours of
work during the week. In Connecticut
tiser, lost his wife and two oliildreu. Ham
Smart, of the Free Press, lost wife, two chil- operatives work ninety hour* a week
fifteen hours a day for six days— and
dren and a sister-in-law.
The whole city seems almost demented to- the wages are $9 for men, $4.80 for
night The accident was entirely due to gross women, $5.10 for male children and
carelessness.The boat was overcrowded to a
$4.50 for female children. The highest
disgracefulextent The manager, George
Parish, was expostulated with by several at spinners’ wages, are $6. In MassachuSpring Bank, and urged not to let the boat go setts from sixty-three to sixty-six hours
out in that overcrowded condition, but he is of labor a week are exacted, and spinreported to have replied, “All right, I know ners only get $1.08 a day; the highest
my business,’’ or something of that sort
class of labor in the mills not exceeding
The story of the Dlaanter,from Be- $10 to $12 for the men. Many of these
factoriesare run by water power, and
ginning to End.
much time is lost during the winter sea[LondonTelegramto Chicago Tribune.]
Tuesday, tho day of tho horrible catastrophe, sons on account of freezes, and of course
was the anniversaryof Queen Victoria’sbirth- ' ^hc empkJyes arc not paid for tho time
day, and the great bulk of the people closed thus lost. The statisticianremarks that

to

sale for

THREAHKRMAM'aBoOKKIXnMt

.

plunged into the stream,more than half of
them being underneath the debris. The
first news which reached the city was
brought by survivors, who struggled through
the streets Wet and weary. The news fell like
a thunderbolt, and a stampede took place for
the spot. Arriving there, a terrible sight met
the view. Fifty or sixty bodies had already
been recoveredand were lying on the green
sward some distance up the bank. Those arriving from the city from every direction
crowded around, anxious to see if any relatives
were on board. Several hundred families
were representedon the excursion,and the
wail at the sight of the victims was heartrending. Fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters
rushed about panic-stricken, endeavoring to
identify relatives. Bv 7 o’clock about eighty
bodies wore recovered from under the wreck,
where the water was twelve feet in dept&
Almost every minute some victim was brought
to the surface and conveyed to the boat.

Threston

for
Worth ttt. For
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m

stumps from Lon-

glue. The

calcined in cylinders, and the vapors when condensed
form the chief source of carbonate of
ammonia, which constitutes the base of
nearly all ammoniacal salts. There is
an animal oil yielded which makes a
first are

KKNCUKD FROM DEATH.

a vermifuge.To
make glue the bones are dissolved in
muriatic acid, which takes away the
phosphate of time; the soft residue,retaining the shape of the bone, is dissolved
in boiling water, cast into squares, and
dried on nets. The phosphate of lime,
acted upon by sulphuric acid and calcined with corbon, produces phosphorous for lucifer matches. Tho remaining flesh is distilled to obtain the carbonate of ammonia; the resulting mass is
ponnded up with potash, then mixed
with old nails and old iiron of every description;the whole is calcined and yields
magnifleentyellow crystals— prussiate of
potash, with which tissues are dyed a
Prussian blue, and iron transferredinto
steel; it also forms the basis of cyanide
of potassium and prussic acid, the two
most terrible poisons known in chemistry.— Nctenfi/ic
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DIBLE REVISION
beet and oh ns pest Illustrated edition of the Revised New Testament Millions of people era waitingfor
It. Do not be deceived by the Cheap John publLshara of
inferior editions.Bee that the copy yon bay contains
fins engravingson steel end wood. Axenta are
coining money selling thia edition.Bend for circular!.
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A Radical Cure for Drunkenness.
Under the heading, “A Radical Cure
for Drunkenness,”a Hungarianpaper
tells the following Russian story ; “ A
workman brought a complaint against

the most psrftet
perfect Imanner.inqTTWCCiea
in tne
1

market .having tUlo/BU mrriU mmd non* a/
Oscillators, eta,
and mer.jfurai/.,(to
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SEYMOUR, SABIN
Manufkoturerw,

JpictJriinSPw?B^bles^rtSS redu£d
83 per ct. National PublishingGo.. Chicago,III

four of his fellows that^theyhad given
him twenty-five blows with a stick. The
accused, on being asked for their de-

of

H. A. PITTS*

YOUNG

7 and

writ-

ing, one clause of which expressly stipulated thfct, if one of their number drank
to such an extent as not to be able to at-

0

.grain. It le rimpUdtr
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tend to his work, the others were to
measure out to him twenty-five blows,
and that they had merely carried out
the agreement. Upon this the magistrate discharged them, remarking that
they were not deserving of blame for

.v
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Ium (..or.c St.,
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what they had done, but rather of

toMlItta
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praise.”

Now ready for Agents. Most iuiraSU

Eoeet’b Extract or Tab and Wild Chzbxt
has been used for twenty years, and during that
time has saved many very valuable Uvea. Do
not neglect a cough or cold until it ii too late.
Try Unit excellent remedy, and we are sure you
will be convinced of its merits. Chronic
Coughs,. and even Ooniura] tivee, are cured by
following the directions.Every bottle is warranted to rive satisfaction.
Prepared by the
Emmert Proprietary Co., Chicago. Bold by
all good druggists.

-

lightest,hi
handsomest

ms and
rod strongestknown. Sold
old by
by Optioians
Jewelers. Made by the 8PEN
8PENCER OPTICAL
M’F’O CO, , IS Maiden Lane, N<ew York.

NTRlt, 103 State st., Chicago,treats suoceuiullyThroat and Lung Diseasesby Inhalation.
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American.

produced an agreementin

Representing the ehoioest-MleotedTortolse-
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the steadily-increasing power and popularity

fense,

EYE-CLASSES.

BE.HT TRI'SS ever used; dww-rtptlvecirculars
free. New York Klastio Truss Co., 663 Broadway, N. Y.
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CELLULOID

The

William J. Coughlin, of Somanrille, Mom., sajs : In the
full of 1876 I wm taken with bleedingof the lunge, fallowed by a severe cough. I lost my appetite an< floeh,
and wae confined to my bed. In 1877 I waa admitted to
the hoepital The doctor! said I fc&d a hole In my lung aa
big aa a half dollar.At ono time a report went around
that I waa dead. I gave np hope, but a friend told mo of
Dr. William Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs. I got
a bottle,when, to my surpriee, I commenced to feel better, aud to-day I feel better than for three years past. 1
write thla hoping every one afflictedwith dlaeaaedlungt
will take I)&. William Hall’* Balsam,and be convinced that CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED. I can positively eay it baa done more good than all the other medicine! 1 have takeu since v y siakness.
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The Currant Caterpillar.
The gooseberryand currant caterpillars

SPRING! SPRING! SPRING!

are great pesta to American fruit growers.

The

following recipe for dealing with

these pests la given by a County

Down

subscriber to the "Garden, ” and which he
(fi)

states he

had used there thirty years and

never failed with
dally rain

when

it until 1879,

washed the

the

salt off the leaves

before it had time to dry or act on the

young

caterpillars:— Mix

common

one pound

of

salt with eight gallons of cold

water; but be careful not to exceed that
quantity. About the second week

in

May

of

a fine lot

or as soon as perforatedleaves are observed choose a dry day and syringe the

bushes with this mixture. Repeat the
syringingin a week or ten days should
more perforated
ture,

THE GREAT

appear. This mix-

leaves

though destructive to young cater-

BURLINGTON ROUTE.

old ones; these must

|3F“No other line runs Th-ee Hv''nj:h f*r
senger Trains Daily between Chl^ iro, Df

pillars, will

not

kill

be hand picked.— IfanTtfrs Advocate.

Long

corn-stalksmake

Moines, Council BlulTs, Oin. hu.

1

imvln.

an

may

grape-vines, as they

S'*

SMC

be

T

J.

-AT-

holijAICtd,

fhcbuix

notoRAon

until the 27th of May, when
they commenced laying eggs to the
amount of SCO, and then hatched and
brought out fifty young ones. They cost
nothing to raise until snow covers the
ground, as they live on insects and seeds
from weeds. 1 think, with my experience,

Guinea hens on

would keep

a

And we are

mm

IiEMamiilf

hundred-acre farm

the farmer’s insect enemies

could allow a few to breed so as to keep

Now

supply.”

Andrew

on

is a

prodigy in the way of producing her

kind. At

four succeeding births she

became the mother of twins. At the
fifth birth she found herself with three
calves in charge, and at the sixth birth
four more arrived, these last being now

KTcrmns Ticicrrs. n-oir.
joi-,1 nulnta.to DEN-

7,500

pounds. At

heifers were produced,that are

with interesting families

of

TO
Tie Great

GEN. PASS R AOT. . C- B 4
Chicago, ill.

now cows

0- R.

and weighs

living

R.

WARD

be accounted

for

liquid used was not merely water, but also
a fertilizer.

Grocery House
JAMES RYDER,

and

pull-

rolling necessary.

application early in the season and

others as

may

be needed, while the weeds

are small, will keep the

bright.
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Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles’ and Gentlemen’sWear,
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US.
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ous low-priced mixtures, of cheap materials,
and wituout medicinal virtues, offered as
blood-purifiers, while disease becomes more
firmly seated. Ayeb’s Sarsaparilla is a
medicine of such concentratedcurative
power, that it is by far the best, cheapest,
and most reliable blood-purifierknown.
Physicians know its composition, ami prescribe it. It ha» been widely used for forty
vears. and has won the tinqual inert coundeuce of millions whom it has benefited.

Dr. J. C. Ayer

k Co.,

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
wiUm»! yoa

OFFICE WITH

whole system. No sufferer from any disease which arises from impurity of tho
blood need despair who will give Aybr »
Saksapakilla a fair trial.
It is tolly to experimentwith the numer-

Prepared by

JOHN PENN0YER,
ril tbaardmlftto

toMWd^o tio^wribtf

FirstDeputy Sheriff of Ottawa Co.

The highest price will be paid for
he snides mentioned. 15-4w
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the Factory, Holland, Mich.
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Liver, Dyspepsia,

it purges out the foul corruptions which
contaminatethe blood and cause derangement and decay. It stimulatesami enlivens
the vital functions, promotes energy and
strength,restoresand preserves health, and
infuses uew life and vigor throughout the

'SHOUS INSECT EXTERMINATOR

_

Ash Stave

of the

—

Emaciation,and General Debility.
By its searching and cleansing qualities

I

Block

impure blood. It cures Scrofula and
all* scrofulous diseases. Erysipelas,
Rose, or St. Anthony’s Fire, Pimples
and Face-grubs,Pustules, Blotches,
“ s, Tumors, Tetter, Humors,
Boil
Scald-head, Ring-worm,
Salt Rheum,
_
ire, Sores, --------Rheumatism, Mercurial
Ulcers,
Disease, Neuralgia, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities,Jaundice,
--

y

fTABMESSjTa EUERYJHINCiLSE

or availableto tho public. The sciences of medicine and chemistry have never
produced so valuable a remedy, nor one so
potent to cure all diseases resulting from

‘

The Caherwell Medical Go.,
New York, N.Y.; Post-Officebox, 4586.
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effectual alterative medicine

known
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Garden 185330, The
immigrationfor the month of May of this
year is the largest for any one month in
the history of the country, and is even
year 1870 or 1877.
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la. Btillingia. mandrake, yellow dock, with
the iodide of potash and iron, all powerful
t^cSn^n^onima^onUtoiBf
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blood-making, blood-cleansing,ana life-suspopular Medical Book poblithod. The totbor it “•**•»*•
taining elements. It is the purest, safest,
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Spermatorrhceaor Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency,Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc.;
will devote my entire attention to the GroceryBus- also, Consumption, Epilepsyand Fits, Inducedby
iness,and therefore respectfullycall the attention self-indulgenceor sexual extravagance, 4c.
The celebrated author, in this admirableEssay,
of the citizens of Holland to my new business.
clearly demonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successThe store is on the
ful practice,that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may he radically cured; pointing out
a mode of cure at once simple, certain and effectuCor.
and Fish St.
al, by means of which every sufferer,no matter
what his conditionmay be. may cure himself
I will endeavorto keep on hand a complete sup- cheaply, privately,and radically.
ply. and fill all orders promptlyto the best of my
CST" Tnls Lecture should be In the bands of
ability.
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope, to any address post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamps. WE HAVE ALSO A SURE
CURE FOR TAPE WORM. Address

walks clean and

of this year are: January, 8,082; Februa-

May, 70,812;
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Having purchasedthe Interest formerly owned
bv Mr. M. Secrr, and having leased my Hotel. I
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Use Salt to kill Weeds.
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with liquid
manure every day this summer and fall
and it is surprising to see how the fruit
ably the increased

EDropeaiReieJf-Br.I.

get full particulars.
Price, Specific,SI per package,or six packages
for S5. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPbUN MEDICINE CO.,

pear trees in his garden

and quality. Probsize and quality may
by the fact that the
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wonderfulsuccess.
Pamphelts sent free to all. Write for them and
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STEAM

positive cure for Spermatorrhcea, Seminal
Weakness, Impoteucy. and all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss of Memory. Pains In
Back or Side
and diseases
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<lay>- from ante of st1«*. .tn 1 to return
until October Slot following.
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thla CVtnnorvO-otn CHTCAOO b
COU.'.ClL BLUFFS. TOPE.CA u.
KANSAS CITY, forming lliv wltli
hut our change of rats to EE N VE1'
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For rates,further information,
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A New Jersey farmer writes:— "On the
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GAPS,

Joseph, Atchison, T'>pek*» rml Kan«-« Cl*
excellent Direct connections for all point-* in Kunsu

Nebraska, Colorado.Wvomln'r. M"ntan;‘.N<
varta. New Mexico, Arizona, Idaho, Oregon no.
California.,
applied to the ground sufficientlythick to
The Shortest, Snoodjerr prid Mo«t Ornff-rti.
prevent grass and weeds from growing ble Route via Hannibal to Fort Sc ft. Denlsni
Dallas, Houston, Au»tiu.Sun Antonio, Uulve.
up between them. They are rich in ton and all points in Texas.
Tho umijualed indncenionts offered by thi:
potash and other substances of value for
Line to Travelersand Tourists, nr- as fol'ov.--the growth of vines and the production of Tho celebrated Pullman (16-whreP Pnlae*
Sleeping Cars, run < uly on this Line. C., H.
fruit. The twigs that are cut from the Q. Palace Drawing-Room Cars, with H-Tt.-n'
RecliningChairs. Xu extia cIuuku for S«-h:
vines at pruning time may be added to
In Reclining Chnlrc Th? famous C 1C it* (
the corn-stalkswith advantage. Damaged Palace Dinimr Cars. CJnrgeous Smoking Car
fitted with KlCL'ontHh:l!-n.’ol:i-.i
K -'tim Rehay, straw, and other similar materials volving (’hairs for the exclusive use of firstform a good mulch for berry bushes. It class passengers.
Steel Track and Surc-ior F.ouinmcnt, com
blned with their Great Through Car Afanee
is very difficult to keep grass and weeds
ment, makes this, above ull othei s, the favoi in
from growing among raspberry, black- Route to the South. South-West, and tho Fa;
berry, and gooseberry bushes if the soil is West.
Try it, and you will find travelinga luxurj
not covered by a suitable mulch. A thick Instead of a discomfort.
Through rickets via this Cob-bra tod Line
mulch, however, prevents their appearance for sale at all offices in the I’uiu-d States and
and causes the bushes to make a vigorous Canada.
All information about Rates of Faro. Sleepgrowth. It will also keep the fruit from ing Car Accommodations,Time Tallies, ice.,
will bo cheerfullyriven, and willsoni' Free to
being spatteredby mud, and render the
any address an elegant Countu Map of United
color., by .^iayo.Rwnoi)
gathering of it easy^

mulch for
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